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CAPITAL IDEAS ABROAD

Heath taking hard-line
stand against inflation

admittedly low-paid common not necessarily party pot' tcal:
laborer at the mercy of any they are intended to intmudate
increase in the cost of living. the
government
and
One-day general strikes, Parliamerrattand hence the
reminiscent of the dark days of public."
1926, have been labor's big
Heath has scored a victory in
By RAY MeHUGH
weapon. Each one of them the postal strike. He is holding
Copley News Service
costs Britain about $30 million, the lint against the Railroad
WEDNESDAY-APRIL 14. 1971
LONDON - Inflation has no Heath appears willing to take Union and the Teachers Union.
regard for national boundaries, the loss in hopes of bigger But the key may rest with the
private sector. Ford workers
not even oceans. But the tactics rewards.
One appears to be a stiffening have just refused a 14 per cent
employed against it often
follow divergent lines, dictated public determination to curb pay increase - an offer the
government considered inby politics, economics and union power.
Significantly, the governnational policy.
For nearly half a century J. Edgar Hoover
Washington and London are ment now is considering a bill flationary.if the ivate sector
has been director of the Federal Bureau of
refuses
to make unions answerable to
two cases in point.
to follow the Heath line, if it
Investigation, an agency which he helped build
Both want the same thing - the National Monopolies grants pay increases
beyond
to peak efficiency and gave it a reputation that is
economic growth, but an end to Commission - a body that the government standards
polices-the
avarices
of
private
inflation.
world wide. As a matter of fact, the names
taking into account inbusiness.
Borth President Nixon and
"Hoover" and "FBI" go together like "cheese
The move holds special flationary "catch-up" factors
Prime Minister Edward Heath
- then London experts believe
and crackers". . .almost inseparable.
came to office determined to portent for the 1.6-million- Heath will have
no alternative
member
Transport
Workers
practice
a kuid of austerity.
The aging Hoover, now 76, has gathered his
but to impose national wage
Union
and
the
1.25-millio
nBoth warned their people that
knockers down through the years and now the
member Engineer Union. and price controls.
there was no easy was to
Should
pack is beginning to gather. They want his scalp
government
the
Such a move has enormous
restore the sensible buying
demand that these unions open implications for a Conservative
and they want it soon_ Congressman William
power of the pound and the
their books and their mem- government
dollar.
dedicated
Anderson (D -Tenn.) and Congressman Hale
berships to scrutiny by the essentially to free market
Both men preached that their
Boggs„( D-La.,) are making noises about Hoover
commission, there is at least practices. And if it is taken, it
citizens were going to have to
the possibility that they would could have enormous impact on
4 leaving office. Two Senators,
pay the price of unsound
Muskie of Maine
be fragmented. Such an order a Republican administration in
economic policies pursued by
and McGovern of South Dakota, both leading
would cause havoc with union Washington that is dedicated to
their predecessors.
Democratic presidential contenders, have
leaders who took on a political essentially the same principle.
But in practice, the two men
deity of their own under the
publicly stated their conviction. that the FBI
nave
followed
different
Laborite 1960s
courses.
needs new and younger leadership. Life
The Almanac
The fact that some union
While
Nixon
turns
to
more
magazine, on its latest cover, pictures Hoover in
By United Press International
•'flexible" economic and
leaders are avowed Socialists
a Roman-like bust and depicts him as
Today is Wednesday, April 14,
budget policies, Heath is
and accept known Communists the 104th day of 1971.
embarked on one of the
"Emperor" of the FBI.
as aides only heightens Tory
The moon is between its full
toughest austerity programs
Hoover will be 80 years old on January 1,
determination.
phase and last quarter.
Britishers have experienced.
The issues are drawn sharply
1975, and has indicated to associates that he plans
The morning stars are Venus,
A key is his "industrial by the London Observer, no
to remain director of the FBI until that date. And
Mars and Jupiter.
relations bill," a'measurethat spekesman for a sometimes
The evening stars are Mercuwhile this is an age that few men remain on
former Labor Prime Minister oithch-like British business
and Saturn.
ry
Harold Wilson wanted, but community:
active duty at any occupation, Hoover is
Those born on this date are
surrender
The
national
ed
in
the
strikes
against
face
of
union
apparently one of those rarer ones blessed with
opposition.
the industrial relations bill, the under the sign of Aries.
_ great physical and mental powers. In any event,
British Antarctic explorder
Heath has the votes in the Observer reminds, "are illegal Sir James Clark Ross was born
he should be permitted to serve until his 80th
House of Commons and he will since they are not in the fur- April 14, 1800.
: birthday if that's what he wants.
get it. By U.S. standards it is a therance of a trade dispute.
On this day in history:
"catch-up" bill, although union They also are antidemocratic
J. Edgar Hoover is a great American who
In 1861 the flag of the
since they are directed at inleaders
here
in
a
frenzy
of
:- has dedicated his life to safeguarding his country
Confederacy was raised over
antigovernment activity and timidating the 'people's elected
Ft. Sumter, S.C., as Union
and fighting crime. Unless he has some kind of
oratory insist it is a move to representatives."
Recalling
troops
inside surrendered.
that
similar
work
-bre
breakdown he should remain as head of the FBI,
ak the back of the
stoppalget stere called when the
In 1865 John Wilkes Booth
workingnian."
at least until his critics come up with something
Wilson government considered crept into the box of President
The bill is a kind of Taftmore damaging than Claims that he is a
union curbs, the Observer goes Abraham Lincoln at Ford
Hartley Act It aims to- on:
Theater in Washington, D.C.,
"dictator" or "emperor." He should not
modernize labor relations
be
flteese
strikes are and fataDy shot him. Lincoln
r. tossed on the scrap pile simply because
procedures.
of his age
'died the next morning.
It brings union contracts
or the fact he has headed the FBI for 47
In 1910 President William
years.
under the law. It contains a "14Thank God for mett-iike J Edgar Hoover!
Howard Taft set a precedent by
b" section that would prohibit
throwing out the first ball to
the closed shop or compulsory
open the major league baseball
union membership in some
season.
cases. It outlaws the wildcat
strike which has plagued
In 1965 Frank Mitchell, 15,
British industry, placed firms
became the first Negro page
LEDGER ilk TIMES FILE
in impossible competitive
boy in the U.S. House of
positions and convinced
Representatives.
American investors like Ford
Fred Paschall, age 61, of Hazel died yesterday
at the Veterans
and Chrysler that their overA thought for today: British
Hospital. Murfreesboro, Tenn.
J. Paul Hogan, whose novelist
seas future lies in other
Dinah Craik said, "Oh,
Ottis Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jones, was awarded
of
countries. The fact that the bill discovery
high-density my son's my son till he
the rank of Eagle Scout at the Boy Scout Troop 77 Court of Honor.
gets
polyethylene has been hailed as
also
imposes
rigid
him a wife, but my daughter's
Charles E. Eldridge, Danny Kemp, Bobby Falwell,
and Hamp
requirements on management one of the great technological
my daughter all her life."
Brooks of Murray C.ollege High, and Jamie Potts
is overlooked in the union accomplishments of the 20th
of Call"crway
High, were the winners in the Purchase District FFA
leaders' oratory.
century, will speak to the Kenmeeting at
Murray State College.
In Britain, not like the United e-tucky Lake Section of the
'Mrs Ruby Pool of the Murray Business and Profession
States, secret ballots by'the American Chemical Society at
al
Woman's Club, was elected chairman of District I at
rank and file are not required Murray State University, April
the meeting
held at Hotel Irvin Cobb, Paducah
before a strike call, nor do 21.
union leaders have liability
The 1942 Murray State
before the law.
This country has just sur- graduate and'native of',owes will
vived a seven-week post office speak following the annual
LEDGER• TIMES FILE
strike in which the union settled education night dinner in honor of
for an 8 per cent pay increase science teachers and principals Bowling Green, K2,..-High
that was available in January. from West Kentucky, West School students in the Third
Deaths reported are C. H. Bradley of Murray and
The union leaders demanded 13 Tennessee and Massac County, District will have the opportunity
W. H. Oakley
of Mayfield,
per cent and took 200,000 ni.
to participate in a Student Fair
Max Churchill was reelected as secretary-treasurer
workers out on strike. It is a
consisting of displays in various
of the West
His topic is entitled "High curriculum areas, at
Kentucky Funeral Directors Association at the
good subject for argument in
Western
meeting held at
Irvin Cobb Hotel, Paducah.
London whether those leaders Density Linear Polyethylene." Kentucky University Friday,
Waterfield
dinner
in the
could have commanded a The
"Haircuts in Murray are now seventy-five cents",
April 23.
from the
majority in January. In March Student Union Building will begin
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
when the strike was settled, at 630 p.m.
Sliowing at the Capitol Theater is Tim Holt in
Sponsored by the Third District
"Rider From
union representatives voted
Tucson."
Now manager of the process Education Association, the
1.100 to 61 in favor of the research
section of Phillips Student Fair will be held in the E.
government offer
Petroleum Company in Bar- A. Diddle Arena from 8 a.m. to It
The postal strike, however, tlesville, Okla., Hogan was p.m. for students to enter
has inflamed - not weakened recently featured in the displays in the following areas:
-- union leaders' opposition to "Chemical and Engineering Art, grades 9-12; Foreign
Heath
News," a weekly publication of Language, grades 7-12; Home
•For the next few months the American Chemical Society. Economics, grades 9-12; InHogan was awarded the dustrial Arts, grades 7-12;
Britain is going to see a turExcept the Lord build the house, they labour in vain that build
bulent labor scene
The American Chemical Society Language Arts ( English), grades
it.-Psalm 127:1,
Award for Creative Invention in 7-12; Language Arts (Reading),
government expects it.
Our souls are doomed to destruction when God is missing from
There will be general strikes. 1968. It was presented to Hogan, grades 1-6; and Social Studies,
their foundation. Let God be your builder.
There will be some lurid who holds 25 U. S. patents for his grades 1-12.
headlines. But a showdown technical
discoveries,
in
here is long overdue
recognition of his application of Judging of entries in the fair
British business in the last research in chemistry to the will be held between 11 a.m.
and 1
decade has not impressed the "material prosperity and hapMatinee Daily 3:30
m and first, second, and third
world with its sagarity in piness of people."
place ribbons will be awarded,
Shows 730 & 9:25
foreign
competitiest. Its
He has been with Phillips since The fair at Western is also
failures are more notable than 1945 when he began as a research sponsored by
the University
its successes - the Rolls Royce chemist. Before becoming
in- Departments of Art, Foreign
debacle
is
the
most
current
CUTS.
AllRAM
volved in research in the Language, Home Economics and
7,4
example.
petroleum industry, he taught Family Living, Industrial
But British labor has never high school
chemistr4 and, FAucation, and the College of
been willing to accept its share physics
a year and then taught Education
of this responsibility. Heath physics
to Air Force cadets at
now is holding the feet of the
Oklahoma State University in •!ncipiries concerning entry to
421effl
unions leaders to the fire. He is
NJ'S Featurett: ALASKAN ESKIMO
the fair may be addressed to Dr.
•••••••••••••••••••••
•*****••••••••••••40* holding them responsible for at Stillwater.
His
Robert Melville; College of
invention
and
devllopmen
t
least part of the story of InA Comedy about We, Death
p4.
flation, devaluation, low of the Phillips Petroleum process Education, Western Kentucky
and FREEDOM . . .
the
manufacture
of University, 42101.
productivity, work stoppage, for
GP
etc., that has plagued British polyethylene is often said to have
In the United States and abroad
industry. He bas, .. dared to revolutionized the packaging
7:44 10:00
question their blind across-the- industry, along with opening the Pf,duced about half the wjipsli
board wage demands that way for scores of other uses for reittplits-^-s-dr"-^ iligb,aensity
polyethylene-I.3 billion poundfavor the relatively well-paid the plastic material.
in 1969.
upper echelon.. but leave an
Phillips and its major licen.sees
Editor's Note: This is the
second of two articles on
Britain's battle to regain
economic stabWty.

Long Live Hoover

Ten Years Ago Today
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Miss Peden Named To Post
In Combs-Carroll Campaign

Inc., Louisville, a modular
housing manufatureer.
Miss Peden was named by
President Johnson to the 11member National Advisory
Louisville, Ky.-Miss Katherine associated with the campaigns of Commission on Civil Disorders in
Peden has been named Vice Bert Combs and Julian Carroll." July, 1967.
Chairman 'of the Combs-Carrol Miss Peden, a business In 1961-62, she was National
campaign, it was announced executive and industrial con- President of the 180,000 members
today by Robert Matthews, State sultant, served as Kentucky's Business and Professional
Campaign Chairman and former Commissioner of Commerce, Women's Federation of the
Governor Bert Combs.
1963-67. She is listed in "Who's United States and a committee
Miss Peden, is accepting the Who in America","Who's Who in member of the late President
appointment, noted, "Ken- Commerce and Industry," and Kennedy's Commission on the
tucluans who are interested in -Who's Who of
American itatus of Women.
seeing a Democratic elected to Women."
Currently, Miss Peden serves
the Governor's office this year She maintains Industrial as a member of the Executive
know that Bert Combs is the only Consultant Serviceiin Louisville Committee of the National
candidate who can accomplish and Hopkinsville, Kentucky, and Democratic Party's Reform
that goal. I am very proud to be is president of Housing Systems, Commission and us a Trustee of
the Foundation to Improve
Television.
She holds membership in the
American, Southern and Kentucky Industrial Development
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Councils.

Isn't It The Truth!

There were more mirrors sold last year in any
previous year, which is to say that we are becoming
more like peacocks; more preoccupied with
strutting in vain glorious display than with the
scratching for feed.
"lt is only the man on the outside who can tell a
snail how his shell looks."
—Elbert Hubbard

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

WASHINGTON —
Trucking employes in 1969
earned an average wage of
$9,881, about six per cent
above the average for the
other transportation industries, and well ahead of the
average for all private industry.

* STARTS TODAY
for 4 Bi Weeks!

iev-6

Paul Hogan
To Speak,
ACS Meet

Educators
To Sponsor
Student Fair

Truck Wages High

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

All MacGraw • Ryan O'Neal
The Year's

1
Best Seller

A HOWARD G MINSKY-ARTHUR HILLER Production

John
Marley & Ray Milland
p,oduced

CH SEGAL ARTHUR HILLER

COLOR
HOWARD 6 MINSKY DAVID GOLDEN FRANCIS LAI t PARAMOUNTINPICTURE
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SHOW 1:1-5-, 7:15 & 9:15 Daily thru Sun.
TIMES: Plus 3.15 Show Sat. & Sun.
ADVANCE TICKETS
On Sale for "LOVE STORY"
Advance "Reserved Performan
ce" tickets enable you
to buy your ticket in
advance for the evening performance of your choice and
GUARANTEES you a
seat for that performance.
These tickets are available
at the boxoffice.

Special Prices
This Engagement Only:
Adults — '2.00
Children — '1.00
NO PASSES
FRI.-SAT. or
SUN. NITES
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Southern Sidelines

Vida Blue Hurls Two-Hitter
In Athletics 9-0 Win Tuesday

Cecil Upshaw Seems To Have
Recovered From Injury Well

Denny McLain enabled Boston's
least part of his development.
By FRED DOWN
Siebert to pick up his
Sonny
Kansas City beat the MinnesoUPI Sports Writer
of the season, with
victory
first
By DAVID MOFFIT
that time it seemed like my little finger over to my ring
Vida Blue is baseball's new ta Twins, 5-3, the Boston Red
relief help from
-inning
ninth
LIP! Sports Writer
forever."
finger," Upshaw said. "It's ar
"boy wonder'-a pitcher with Sox defeated the Washington
McLain, in his
Lyle.
Sparky
However, on the fifth day, odd sensation when I hit my
so much natural talent that he Senators, 5-3, the California
of the
performance
so-so
second
ATLANTA (UPI)-Cecil Up- Upshaw had a change of mind. little finger and the other finger
appears to have no limitations. Angels edged the Chicago White season, was tagged for four
shaw appears to be a better "That's when I decided that
beat
The 21-year-old smoke throw- Sox, 3-1, and New York
earned runs and seven hits in
relief pitcher right now than he somehow I would pitch again. I
Braves manager Lumen Harer from Mansfield, La., who Detroit 5-2 in other American
UP!
PHILADELPHIA
(-The
five innings.
was two years ago when he didn't know how, I just knew I ris jokingly calls
at
Baltimore
games.
onea
and
League
Upahaw "my
Philadelphia Men think Dana pitched a no-hitter
played a starring role as the had to. I thought about the new pitcher," but then, in a
Ken McMullen doubled and
hitter last September, turned in Cleveland was rained out.
Atlanta Braves won a division alternatives and there weren't more somber tone, admits "1 NEW YORK (UPI)-Dick Lewis can fill some large shoes. another
pinch-runner Chico Ruiz scored
NL Action
perforspectacular
the last laugh On Lewis seems pretty confident
title.
the tie-breaking run on a single
didn't think there for awhile Motta has had
mance Tuesday when he hurled
In the National League, it
Thus it is hard to realize that That was a year ago. Now we'd ever have hirn again. A lot those who said he would not be about it himself.
by Billy Cowan in the 10th
Oakland
the
in
two-hitter
a
1,
York
New
4
Montreal
able to make the transition Don Dejardin, general mana- Athletics' 9-0 victory over the was
one year ago today he laid in Cecil Upshaw is once again the of people didn't."
for the Angels, who
inning
4,
8 St. Louis
Houston
basketball coach ger of the National Basketball
Stanford University Medical ace of Braves' reliefers. He's
a second run in the
scored
"I guess I was the first one from a college
Brewers.
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh 9 Philadelphia 3,
Association team, announced
one.
Center with serious doubts that made four appearances, going
frame on a fielder's choice.
than
less
who knew I was coming back," to a professional
in
kayoed
was
Blue
and
4
Atlanta
5
coach
of
Cincinnati
the
the 6-foot-10, 240signing
Motta, 39, was named
he would ever pitch again.
Dave LaRoche picked
2-3 innings, hasn't allowed a Upshaw said. "I knew one thing
two innings by the Washington
Los Angeles 2. San Reliever
while Vicente
Cecil, who had six victories run and has two wins and a other people didn't. I knew it of the year Tuesday in the pound Tulsa University star to Senators on April 5 but on April Chicago 3
victory
the
up
Diego at San Francisco was
Association a six-year contract Tuesday.
Basketball
National
and 26 saves in '69, severed the save to his credit already.
to only two
pitched
who
1Romo,
was something I simply had to
9 he pitched a three-hitter and
for guiding the Chicago Bulls to The price tag was not revealed. struck out 13 batters in a six- rained out.
nerves and artery of his right Take Tuesday night for an do."
in the 10th, was the
batters
g
run-scorin
Paul Schaal's
"We have been hurting at
their first winning season.
ring finger on the second night example. Although his oneinning victory over Kansas double off reliever Stan Wil- loser.
Motta, who came to the Bulls center since the departure of City.
of the 1970 season when he inning stint had no bearing in a
Stan Bahnsen scattered 11
liams triggered a three-run
three years ago from Weber Wilt Chamberlain," said 76ers
attempted to demonstrate a 5-4 loss to the Reds, Upshaw
including a homer by
hits,
Rookies
Memorable
the
led
which
State College, where he coached President Iry Kosloff. He said Baseball history is filled with fifth inning rally
basketball dunk on a San Diego retired the three batters he
Cash, and tripled in a
Norm
the
for eight years, received 30 Lewis, the club's top draft pick, spectacular performances by Royals to their victory over
the
for
sidewalk and caught his ring on faced on just five pitches,
run
-inning
fifth
votes in a balloting of three was "a good center and a good rookies and other young pitch- Twins. Mike Hedlund went five Yankees, who dealt Joe Niekro
a ledge.
getting dangerous Tony Perez
Ted
with
win
the
for
innings
sports writers from each of the talent."
"Those first four days, when on three straight strikes.
his second straight loss for the
Lewis did not seem awed at ers, such as Bobo Holloman Abernathy, the third relief
17 NBA member cities.
I didn't know whether I would "If there's any difference
White homered for
his
in
no-hitter
a
pitched
who
receiving credit for a Tigers. Roy
Larry Costelle, directed the challenge. Someone asked first start, Karl Spooner pitcher,
lose the finger or not, I had between the way I'm pitching
one Yankee run and scored
save.
the Milwaukee Bucks to the him which of the current NBA striking out 15 batters in his
single by Danny
doubts, grave doubts, that I now and the way I pitched two
Josephson another on a
Midwest Division title, finished centers he most resembles in debut and Tommy Phoebus Homers by Duane
would ever
pitch
again," years ago, it's that I'm more
Cater.
and Carl Yastrzemski off
his style of play. He didn't
Upshaw recalls.
mature," said 28-year-old Up- INGLEWOOD, Calif. (UPI)- second with 11 votes. Al Atties
pitching two consecutive shut"It was only those first four shaw. "I'm thinking more out The Big Green Machine from of the San Francisco Warriors hesitate.
of his career.
"Lew Alcindor," he said- outs at the start
days and although four out of there on the mound than I used Wisconsin-otherwise known as was third with three votes.
But Blue's rash of low-hit, high
supplantwho
man
the
naming
New
the
Red Holzman of
the Milwaukee Bucks-can put
365 doesn't seem like much, at to.
performances proba•
ed Chamberlain in the All-Star strikeout
"I'm actually a. sinker ball one more nail in the coffin of York Knicks, winner of the
can't be surpassed until the
bly
pitcher. But I'm getting people the injury-depleted Los Angeles award a year ago, got twc teams.
baseball fans goes back in
votes. Bob C,ousy of Cincinnati.
out with my curve ball so I Lakers tonight.
history to Johnny Vander
to
second
figure I should keep throwing it The Lakers will be without Joe Mullaney of Los Angeles. playoffs, finished
consecutive noMid- Meer's two
Keith Erickson in addition to Jack Ramsay of Philadelphia, Milwaukee in the tough
Bateman, who drove in three
until they hit it.
By FRED McMANE
as a rookie in 1938.
hitters
"I don't want to lose my Jerry West and Elgin Baylor in Rolland Todd of Portland and west division during the regular
runs when Renko beat the Mets
leftSports Writer
185-pound
UPI
six-foot,
A
It
continued. the third game of the teams' Lenny Wilkens of Seattle got season with a 51-31 record.
sinker," Upshaw
hander, who had a brilliant The Pittsburgh Pirates are last week, hit a homer in the
Bulls
the
time
first
the
marked
each.
one
aren't
inalplayoff
they
best-of-sevensemif
"But, as long as
baseball and football career at employiqg the same philosophy second inning as the Expos
The Bulls, although eliminat- had gone over the .500 mark Temple High School in Mans- this season that the Cincinnati made a successful home debut.
BALTIMORE (UPI) -To- hitting the breaking pitch ... " series. Pat Riley, a little-used
ed in seven games by La since the team joined the field, Blue has been marked for Reds did last season when they Jose Ortiz scored the tiea guard, will replace Erickson.
throw
didn't
night's the night the Baltimore Upshaw
in the first round of the league in 1966.
Angeles
April
that
11
by
and
won
from
21
The Bucks
Bullets find out which are the baseball
stardom since he was signed by won the National League breaking run on Don Kessinreal Bullets.
accident until September and points in the first two contests
the Athletics in 1967. He was pennant-namely, stay loose ger's eighth-inning single as the
WW they be the same Bullets figures he threw a total of only at Milwaukee with Erickson, !Ports Parade
Cubs rallied to beat the
brought up prematurely in 1969 and have fun.
who ran out of gas in the last 14 innings over the two weeks the Lakers' standout forwardand had a 6.21 earned run The implications 'of this Dodgers. Ortiz walked and was
period of the first two Eastern he worked out after doctors guard, missing Sunday's game
average in 42 innings but in attitude are that if you're sacrificed to second before
with what he thought was
Conference losses to New York gave him the green light.
1970 had a 12-3 record for Iowa relaxed'and enjoying yourself it Kessinger's key hit, which
or will they be the Bullets who "But I did a lot of work stomach cramps. He underwent
and was the American Associa- should lead to a positive result saddled Dodger ace Bill Singer
ran the Knicks out of the during the winter," Upshaw surgery for removal of his
tion's pitcher of the year. Hall on the field. So far, it appears with his third consecutive loss
Baltimore Civic Center Sunday said. "I guess you don't really appendix Sunday night.
of Earner Joe DiMaggio has to be working for the Pirates. without a victory'.
There doesn't appear much
appreciate something until you
afternoon?
been one of his biggest boosters Not renowned as a long-ball
the U.S. You saw how far it and has been credited for at hitting
By MILTON RICHMAN
The injury-riddled Bullets nearly lose it. Being out of the Lakers can do against the
Pirates
team, the
went. Before returning to
UPI Sports Writer
faltered in the end and lost both baseball like that made me team that lost only 16 NBA
Tuesday night unloaded five
11
NEW YORK (UPI ---Spring is Scotland, Dockerty took time
games in New York but looked more determined than I had regular season games and then
home runs in Philadelphia's
out to make his prediction
new Veterans Stadium and
like a different team Sunday in been in years to prove myself. took four out of five from San officially here.
Baseball is reported to be on about baseball. Suddenly. he's
crushed the Phillies 9-3 for
humiliating the Knicks 114-88 in "The time it hit me the Francisco in its initial playoff
its deathbed...That's right, an expert, too
their fifth victory in seven
the third game of their best-of- hardest was one time last year series.
Briefly
Reasoning,
time
the
The
Major League Standings
games.
seven series.
when I was watching a Braves- In fact, coach Larry Costello again... Only this
comes like it never
By United Press International
Jackie Hernandez and Manny
The Bullets again will be Pirates game being televised has promised his Bucks, who awful news
before, amply documented But look at some of the
National League
Sanguillen blasted three-run
without the services of star from Pittsburgh," Upshaw con- won four of five regular season has
and
has
to
figures
Forbes
things
impressive
say
other
with
will
Angeles,
Los
East
with
homers and Willie Stargell, Bob
forward Gus Johnson, sidelined tinued. "When the camera meetings
with expert opinions fresn some about that funeral coming up.'
bullpen there be even tougher here.
W. t- Pet. GB Robertson and winning pitcher
with • knee injury. and Kwvin iscarmed I. ors
of
game
thinkers
old
Quote: "The grand
5 2 .714 .•• Nelson Briles added solo blasts
Pitts
Loughery Is listed as questions- .at old Forbes Field, right at the If Milwaukee wins tonight, of the heavyweight
has been groaning, but it really New York
3 2 .600 1 as the Pirates boosted their
ble at guard. Loughery is spot where I usually sat, it the Bucks can wrap up the our time
Bearer of the sad tidings this seemed to come apart at the St. Louis
3 4 .429 2 home run output for the season
series and the Western Confersuffering from a foot injury but really hit me hard."
time around is Forbes Maga- seams last year."
• 2 3 .400 2 to 10.
Montreal
Fred Carter has been impres- So Cecil worked. He played a ence title Friday night.
Comment: It sure came Chicago
2
/
zine.
3 5 .375 21
lot of basketball, after all, the
sive as a replacement.
Other Games
Forbes undisputably is one of apart, all right. Major league Philadelphia
2 4 .333
Earl Monroe, the Bullets' 6-foot-6 Upshaw was all Louisia- FOSSE HONORED
In other National League
West
leading scorer, had some ankle na in that sport and led CLEVELAND (UP11-Cleve- the triore influential financial baseball drew 28.6 million
games, Cincinnati edged AtlanW. L. Pct. GB ta 5-4, Houston defeated St.
At Your
problems to go with his chronic Centenary College in scoring land Indians catcher Ray Fosse magazines and its accuracy people last year-more than the
5 2 .714
knee troubles, but he poured in one year. He also lifted Sunday
the generally leaves little room for National Football Conference, San Fran
Louis 8-4, Montreal beat New
was awarded
All
New
it bobbled the ball the American Football Confer- Houston
6 3 .667
31 points Sunday and looked weights.
York 4-1, Chicago downed Los
Rawlings Gold Glove award as question but
trip.
this
Basketball
times
ence, the National
4 3 .571
Atlanta
like nothing in the world was "And three times a week I'd the American League's out- any number Of
Aegeles 3-2 and San Diego at
• 'Beat Up' Sport?
3 4 .429 2 SA Francisco was postponed
Association, the American Bas- San Diego
slip down to Atlanta Stadium standing defensive catcher in
bothering him.
2 because of rain.
1
On the cover of its April issue ketball Association, and the Los Angeles
3 5 ,375 2/
The Knicks, obviously humili- and try to find someone to 1970.
2 In American League action,
1
Forbes shows a picture of the National Hockey League com- Cincinnati
2 4 .200 2/
ated by their lackluster perfor- pitch to," Upshaw said.."When
kind of baseball you'd be bined.
Tuesday'S Results
mance on Sundelsr are healthy I couldn't find anybody, I'd
Oakland blanked Milwaukee 2-0,
TROUNCED ashamed to let your kid play
Montreal 4 New York 1
Central Shopping
throw the ball against the PING-PONGEES
for Game No. 4.
defeated Chicago 3-1,
California
..UPI)-The United with. The cover of the ball is Quote: "The Louis Harris Houston .8 St. Louis 4
PEKING (
training room wall."...
Center
5-2,
beat
Detroit
York
New
tennis team has ripped, the stitching has long organization ran a nationwide Pitts. 9 Phila, 3 night
BRITISH HEAVleats
"So that's what that noise States' WO
Mon.,
City topped Minnesota
Opening
Kansas
the
with
since come apart and some of sports popularity poll last year Cin 5 Atlanta 4, night
WOLVEFtHAMPTON, England was I'd hear when I came by." lost its first match
Washington
Boston
downed
5-3,
Apr.
19
(UPII-Jack Bodell is a step who was standing several feet Communist Chinese. Inthe first the yarn already is hanging out. which showed baseball trailed .Chicago 3 Los Ang, 2 night
5-3 and Baltimore at Cleveland
Grand Opening
Only six words are on the football in popularity for the San Fran at San Diego, ppd., was postponed because of rain.
closer to a title fight with away at the time. "I wondered athletic event held in Commutwo
the
between
magazine cover and those six second year in a row.newly crowned British hea- what that thump-thump-thump nist China
rain
April 23-24
bailed
Reliever Joe Gibbon
countries, the Chinese won the words say: Baseball--The Beat
Today's Probable Pitchers
vyweight champion Joe Bugner. was all about."
bases-loaded
a
of
out
Cincinnati
2,fought with his left One has to look closely these men's competition 5-3 and took Up National Sport.
/
Bodell, 2041
(All Times EST)
Comment: What about the
jam in the eighth inning by
Then when you turn to the Sindlinger poll which showed Pittsburgh (Moose 1-0) at getting Hal King to hit into a
eye tightly closed for more than days to See the scars on the women's matches 5-4.
inside the that among all adults in the Philadelphia (Fryman 0-1), 7:30 double play as the Reits won
article
six rounds Tuesday night but Upshaw's pitching hand. But he
feature
oion an easy 10-round decision doesn't have much feeling in SIDE ACTION ON ICE MEET heading reads: "Who says U.S., baseball still is the No. I p.m.
their second in a row after four
MONTREAL (UPI)-Mayor baseball is like ballet? Commis- sport? The exact figures west
ver Mexican Manuel Ramos, that finger and that caused him
Houston (Griffin 0-1), at San losses. Johnny Bench hit his
and
Beaton
213 4
Bodell knocked down to raise a blister or
sioner Bowie Kuhn, that's who. baseball 27.1, football 24.4, and Francisco (Stone 0-0), 4 p.m.
efore Kevin White of
third homer in two nights to
Mayor Jean Drapeau have Which may be why baseball is basketball 6.2 Maybe it depends Cincinnati (Cloninger 0-01 at pace Cincinnati's attack and
Ramos in the fourth round and he learned not to grip
thk.ball made a wager on the outcome losing out as the great national
took every round in the bout. quite so tight. ---on what poll you wish to climb. Atlanta (Niekro 0-01, 8 p.m.
Hank Aaron hit his 595th career
current' Stanley Cup sport."
the
of
St. Louis (Reuss 0-1) at Los homer for the Braves.
fr
nerve
"They moved a
the
Baseball As Business
Playoff series between
A little further along there's
Angeles (Osteen 2-0), 11 p.m.
2 WIN ABA WARDS
Houston Rallies
Bretton Bruins and Motureal a table listing all the major Quote: "Ewing M Kauffman, Chicago (Jenkins 1-1) at San Norm Miller's three-run hoNEW YORK (UPI)-Charlie MAGYAR FENCER WINS
wagered
has
r
of
White
the
City
Canadiens.
Kansas
league clubs and such other
Diego (Arlin 0-0), 10:30 p.m.
Scott of the Virginia Squires SOUTH BEND, Ind. (UPI)mer and Joe Morgan's two-run
beans information as the key owner of
yals, says, 'Anyone would be
New York (Sadecki 0-0) at single ignited a five-run ninth
and Dan Issel of the Kentucky Ildiko Schwarzenberger of Hun- a jar of Boston baked
against each club, what other business otic to go into baseball as an Montreal (Stoneman 0-1), 2:15
Colonels haye been named co- gers' captured the Women's and three lobsters
inning as Houston rallied to
American Foil title Sunday night in the Drapeau's gallon of Quebec he's in besides baseball, how vestment."
p.m.
winners of the
defeat St. Louis. Bob Watson
of
pound
a
and
much of a profit or loss his
Thursday's Games
Basketball Association's Rookie 22M Junior World Fencing maple syrup
also homered for the Astros.
New
come
how
So
Comment:
Oka cheese.
club showed last year, and any
Houston at San Fran
Of the Year Award for 1970-71. Championship.
Steve Renko went the dischange in the value of his Orleans, Dallas, Toronto and St. Louis at Los Ang, night
tance to beat the Mets for the
a
for
keep
clamoring
Buffalo
franchise since he acquired it.
Chicago at San Diego, night
second straight time and once
major league baseball franch- fOnly games scheduled)
Dubious Experts
again got batting support from
There also are opinions ise? I've met those people and
batterymate John Bateman.
American League
to
Pickup
pertaining to how long baseball they don't look like idiots -1
East
me.
has yet to go from such experts
Kansas City (Rooker 0-1), 8:30
W. L. Pet.
as 'Thomas Dockerty, a gentlep.m.
- 4 1 800
Baltimore
the
are
"Where
Quote:
real
whole
man from Scotland
Segui 0-0) at
Oakland
3 1 .750
Cleveland
Get it all on Dat-sun's
Babe
fans
loved
The
heroes?
bag •is soccer, and Dr. Joyte
Minnesota (Perry 1-1), 2:15
3
3
.500
York
New
6-foot bed.
Brothers, the eminent psycholo- Ruth, Bob Feller and Joe
p.m
3 3 .500
Boston
• 96 HP overhead
gist who can also tell you Dimaggio. Now team ball
Milwaukee (Slaton 0-0) at
3 5 .375
Washington
CORY performance
dominates."
what's causing your daughtere
2:15
1-11,
(Johnson
Chicago
2 4 .333
Detroit
• Up to 25 miles per
pimples.
p.m.
West
Comment: I dunno. It seems
gallon economy
expert really
The
only
W. L. Pct. GB Baltimore (Cuellar 0-0) at
gago
still
kids
of
lot
a
me
to
• Heavy duty rear
missing is Howard Cosell and
0(McDowell
0),
Cleveland
4 3 .571
Minnesota
suspension
I'm a little surprised Forbes ga about such ballplayers as
noon.
3 3 500
Aaron, Milwaukee
• All-vinyl bench seat
didn't check with him because I Willie Mays, Hank
4
.500
4
Oakland
Boston (Nagt: 0-0) at Washnever feel I have the definitive Johnny Bench, Brooks RobinDrive a Datsun..,
4 4 500
Kansas City
(Shellenback 0-11, 7:30
ington
opinion on anything, especially son, Carl- Yastrzenoski, Torn Chicago
then decide.
.429
4
i3
p.m.
pertaining to baseball, until I've Seaver, Bob Gibson, Frank
- 3 4 .429 t_
Robinson and Al )(aline, to California
heard from Howard Cosell
Tuesday's Results
(Lolich 1-1) at New
name only a few. Cesar C-edeno
Thomas Dockerty says nab', and Nate Colbert keep picking Oakland 2 Milwaukee 0
York (Petersen 0-1*), 2 p.m.
PRODUCT OF NISSANCalif 3 Chicago 1, (10 innings)
"Ba.seball will be dead in 20 up followers every day, too.
Thursday's Games
New York 5 Detroit 2
years," and if the name
Calif at Kansas City, night
Thomas Dockerty escapes You I look at it this way-even Balt at Cleve, ppd., rain
Oakland at Minnesota
maybe it's only because you religion has made some chan- Kan City 5 Minn 3, night
Milwaukee at Chicago
don't follow soccer that closely. ges, which should tell baseball Boston 5 Wash 3, night
Pitchers
Probable
Bait at Cleve, twilight
Aday's
here
from
over
came
Dockerty
the
something. My faith in
Coady won the 1971 Masters Sunday at the
Phone 753-7114
AUGUSTA,GA., - MASTESs POWER (All Times EST)
Detroit at New York
Scotland a few years ago trying game is such though I have
Golf
National
Club.
Auqusta
California (Wright 0-2) at (Only games scheduladi
Silly Casper, winner of the Masters in 1970.
So. 12th Street
in
to
go
soccer
make
big-time
won't.
it
continence
every
WIREPHOTO)
(AP
hand of Charles Coody after

Dick Motta 76ers Sign
Named NBA Dana Lewis
Coach, Year

Bucks Lead
2-0 In NBA
Playoffs

Pirates Are Staying
Loose and Having Fun

Bullets Will
Find Out For
Sure Tonight

Baseball Said To Be On
Its Deathbed This Year

Major League
Standings

DISCOUNT

HEALTH &
Y AI
PRICES

ARE COMING
TO MURRAY

DRUG STORE

Save more
when you
buy it,more
when you
drive it.

RE

DATSUN
LassiterMcKinney
Datsun .

holds up the
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Kentucky 39 Year Old Mother Of Three •
Thought To Be Only Woman Bricklayer
In Nation, Says Union Officials

IMP

1
1
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V
offeafat,

J

when her mortar- and- plaster
world has ended for the day.
• "0.11101111011
4it,1
MEMPHIS, Ind. UPI —Until Before supper, she and her
•••••
41/81j1L-.
she shows you her muschles, husband and the two younger
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Sanders
Earlene Broady might be just Broady sons,ages 10 and 14, go to
and daughter, Nancy , have been.
another pea--shelling, quilt- the barn for the evening milking
vacationing in Daytona Beach,
stiching farmwife in this On Sunday, her only day off,
The Gamma Omicron Chapter Winter Haven, Orlando, Cypress
southern Indiana community. she sews, embroiders, mows the
of the Beta Sigma Phi sorority Gardens, and other points in the
But in a normal day's work, the lawn, cans the yield of her garheld its regular meeting on
state of Florida.
native of Edmonson County, Ky., den, and entertains "between 25
8.
makes brick wails, fire places and 30 people who just drop in"
Mrs. Darlene Ford, president, Miss Mary Stein is attending the
and plumbing fixtures as well as to the Boady's spacious yellow
brick home filled with antique
led the group in the opening Kentucky Education Associatior
homemade biscuits and jam.
By Abigail Van Buren
ritual. The minutes were read convention in Louisville this
The 39-year-old mother of three furniture.
and other reports were given.
says she has been told by national The Broadys built the house
eeek. She is a delegate of the
DEAR ABBY: Enclosed is a clipping trom your columi,
The president, Mrs. Fiord, Caldwell County Educatior
union officials that she is the only tthentsehms on a MI acre farm "at
a, it appeared in the New Orleans States Item:
announced that the International Association. While there she will
woman bricklayer in the nation in night after the rest of the work
.'CONFIDENTIAL TO AT WITS' END: It seems
was done."
Students would have a Spring attend the meeting of the KenA large brick
their membership records.
Inconceivable to me that a registered nurse would be
Festival on April 24 with displays tucky Association of Supervision
fireplace-the
house's
conDuring her five years of work
'ashamed' to take her child to a doctor with recurring
from their native countries being and Curriculum Development
for her husband's provate versation piece - was Mrs.
pinworms. quit treating the boy with over-the-counter drags
shown at the University SchooL A and the Kentucky Council
masonry firm, Mrs. Broady has Broady's pet project.
of
and get that child to a doctor!"
talent show will be held in the Teachers of
mortared
the walls of such "I love bricking fireplaces
English. Miss Stein.
Abby, shouldn't it be equally inconceivable to you, as it
evening.
newly elected 1971-72 president of
structures as a new post office in best," she admitted, adding that
is to me. that a physician should have recurring pinworms?
Mrs. Marilyn Faulk was in the Murray IRA will represent
New Albany, a library at the she likes to experiment with
charge of the program entitled the Murray group at the meeting
PHILIP C. SPERIER, EDITOR
Jeffersonville branch of Indiana colored mortars ans white brick,
"Love". She pointed out that love of the Kentucky International
DIXIE ROTO MAGAZINE
University, and
countless a realtively new innocation in the
as well as living was an art, and Reading Association.
apartment and housing projects masonry crafts.
DEAR MR. SPER1ER: i goofed and there is so worming
the main art of love is giving
Though to her, much of the
through Indiana.
my was out of it! Of the hundreds of editors and
freely. Love is not sacrificial or Taylor M. Gooch of Murray
:.urrent women's liberation
proofreaders who saw that item, few caught the error before
giving with the idea of something Route Four has been dismissed
movement is "a lot of tomDay Start At 4 A. M.
It went to press. and you are the only editor to have called it
in return, she said. Mrs. Paulk From the Western Baptist
foolery," Mrs. Broady had a first
to my attention afterward. Only two readers, Mrs. J. L.
recommended that the group Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Broady's day begins at 4 hand taste of sex discrimination
Harris of Portland, Ore;, and Art Moyer of Albany. Ore.,
read "The Art of Loving" by
a.m.
when she helps her husband, two years ago when she applied
wrote
to
remark
on it. Mrs culpa.
Erich Fromm.
membership
to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Revlett
the
Martin, milk the cows and feed for
The closing ritual and mizpah spend the Easter weekend
the chickens before the couple Brickliyers, Mason and Plasters
DEAR
Staying
ABBY:
with a winner! Popular Tappan Gallery ranges with
Can you please settle an argument
were by candlelight as was the with
and a married son, Martin Earl, International Union of America.
parents, Mr
their
between me and my husband? Our supervisor at the office
added convenience features highlight the new Electra
opening ritual. Refreshments and Mrs. Harold Ravelet and
800 line. go to work on brick laying
Overcame sex discrimination
tells us that it is rude to ask anyone who has been ill what
Available in three top-of-the-line models, these ranges
were served by Mrs. Rowena daughter, Sandy, of Sacramento
have projects. Her toil also included after her union local and state
was
wrong
several
with
him.
firsts.
She says if the person volunteers the
One model has Tappan's recently devlloped
Emerson and her daughter, and Mr. and Mrs. Woodson
pouring concrete, installing federation refused to admit
information, fine, but it is in poor taste to inquire. I say it's
specially designed over door with glass shield. A second
a
Sandy, who was a guest for the Hoviard of Calhoun.
features plumbing, laying floors, hanging woman,
Mrs. Broady appealed to
a self-contained venting fan built into the warming
all right to ask because it shows you are really interested,
evening.
shelf. Another Mors, and painting.
the national union headquarters
and if they don't want to answer, they don't have to.
has a continuous clean oven and door. Many long
Members attending were
standing
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Sanderson
"I tell everyone that brick in Washington.
I will admit I have seen a couple of people blush when
features- -Life 94 Lock top, removable element and
Mesdames Wallace Ford, Isaac returned home Sunday after
spillover laying's no harder than house
—They said, "Well if she's
pans, removable oven door, racks, and glides,
Adams, Chet Wildey, Fred Vending the Easter weekend. they were asked what was wrong with them. One was a lady
automatic clock, keeping', except you have the
who had had a female operation, and the other was man who
gonna work, we have to let her
and infinite top unit controls—are standard
Gardner, Gerry Requarth, Ray with Mrs. Sanderson's parents,
scars
to show for it," Mrs. in," 'She
had had painful rectal surgery. ,
recalled, "and since
Sims. John Hina, John Paulk, and Mr. an Mrs. James Fisher
Broady said in her pronounced was working
of
My husband says the supervisor is right, and she is
for my huusband,
John Emerson.
Lansing, Mich.
rural
accent.
probably the supervisor and I am working for her because
they couldn't make me quit no
The
"scares"
of her masonry way, no-how.
she knows what to say and what not to say. I'd like your
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Marceches
career have included several On the job, Mrs.
opinion.
Broady said
WILLING
TO
LEARN
1Benton
Mr.
and
are the parents of a baby broken toes and fractured ribs she's
and baby, Jason Lee, of Hasing,s
Mrs.
Jerry
never been kidded or
NeFteynolds of Dexter are the boy,
Christopher
DEAR WILLING: 1 vote with your husband.
Mich., were the houseguest over
Lance, from accidents, but the energetic ridiculed
because of her ocscents of a baby boy, weighing weighing seven pounds six Mrs. Broady says she dosen't
the weekend of their uncle and
cupation, adding that "men in the
;even
ounces,
pounds
born
8
Monday,
/
1
2 ounces, born on
on
aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Conway ,
April 12, "believe in missing work for constructio
Wednesday, April 14
DEAR ABBY: You advised "Best Friend" to tell her girl
n business respect you
Ca110
5:6..
Friday, April 9, at 7:17 a.m. at at
4„verm. at the Murray-,sickness" and boats a perfect
Sha-Wa Circle
friend that cross eyes can be corrected by surgery. You even
10 times as much as men do Ins
the
Murray-Ca
County
ay
Hospital.
lloway
County
!The Arts and Crafts Club will
record
suggested that the cross-eyed girl may not be "aware" of
of no absenteeism during factory."
But having her
The new father is the manager her five years on the job.
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Mason of
meet with Mrs. S L. Horn at 2:30
bow she looks.
husband around "Is an adThey have another son, of Kain-Tuck Territory located on
Taylor, Mich., were the Easter '
pin
Abby, in the first place, if she is over three years old she
And she's never had E vantage," she conceded.
Michael Wayne, age four. The U. S. Highway 641 near Kentucky backache,
weekend guest of her mother,
knows how she looks. She will have heard nice older people
although she lifts up to Since gaining her union
card,
father is self employed.
Dam.
Mrs. Selma Stubblefield.
say time and again, -Such a petty child. Too bad aboukber
100 pounds a day without help. Mrs. Broady
has never parGrandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
The
New
eyes:'
She credits her large capacity ticipated in a
Concord
construction
E G. McReynolds of Dexter and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Douglas of for labor and her restlessnes
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. t Jack)
Homemakers Club will meet with
And from kindergarten on she'll have
s to workers strike because "I don't
cruel
Mr.
Mayfield
and
Route
Seven,
Mrs.
near
J.
Mrs. W. D. McCuiston at one p.m. Davis of the Penny -Airport Road
B.
Jones
of
her
childhood in Asphalt, Ky. believe in them"
remarks from other children to remind her that
eyes are
Dexter Great grandparents are Coldwater, announce the birth of where she was the
were the guest last weekend of
"different." And if her eyes are like *le, and do not focus
oldest "I think problems could be
itt4'sliiten.
Mrs. stenryl- property, peopillesivill
Elna Jones of Dexter and a baby boy, Christopher glen, daughter in a family of 14
The Coles Camp Ground United
her, What are you looking
Led if people would just talk
. and Mrs. Ernest Lamb of weighing eight pounds one ounce, children
at?"
.
Methodist Church WSCS will Srevnngton and Mr. Brewmgtor
than out."
Cave
if
City.
Mayfield.
Monday,
born
April
on
12,
6:20
at
Surgery
-Ther
e was always a lot of
doesn't always help. I have had two operations
meet at the home of Mrs Marvw
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway woodchopping to be done, and the
on my eyes. Neither one worked.
Scott at seven p.m
Gregory Scott is the name County Hospital
girls were as good as boys at
I used to be handicapped. But I'm not anymore, simply
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Marlin They have another son, Greg, that," she said.
because I refuse to allow ray defect to be the most important
Blane of Route Two, Dover, age five. The father is employed
thing in my life. I do the best I can with what I
"It all depends on how you
The Harris Grove omemakers
have. My
Tenn., for their baby boy, at the General Tire and Rubber grow up," the lady bricklayer Children from the
husband thinks I'm beautiful And because he does.
Cub will meet with Mrs. Bur Lamb Chops Zucchini Pancakes
Calloway
I am.
weighing eight pounds 141
Sign me,' ,
philosophized about the problem Carty schools enjoyed a concert
/
2 Company, Mayfield.
Salad Bowl
Wilkerson at one p.m
Bread Tray
AWARE
ounces,
Grandparen
born
ts
Mr.
on
are
Mrs.
and
Saturday,
April
of today's youth. "The reason
April 7 at 9:30 in the morning.
Lemon Snow with Custard Sauce
DEARAVARE: A thousand apologies. Others wrote to
10, at 2:24 p.m. at the Murray- A. V. Sims of Farmington Route that there's so much rioting, is The program
ZUCCHINI PANCAKES
was repeated in
tell me that not all crossed eyes can be
Calloway County Hospital.
One.
corrected with
that kids these days have too
From foreign cuisine comes a
The Wesleyan Circle of the
afternoon at 1:15 for the
surgery. Please forgive me.
They have another son, Marlin
much leisure time and there's not ildren of the Murray City
First United Methodist Churct great way to treat this vegetaLynn, age five The father is
enough to do when they get home hoots. Both programs were
WSCS will meet with Mrs ble.
DEAR ABBY: Please, keep on telling young
girls to
employed at Uncle Joe's
2 medium zucchini (1,6 pound)
from school."
never give in to a guy no matter what he says
Id in Murray State University
Gordon Moody, 525 South 611
or how hard
Discount Store at Dover.
1 large egg
he
auditorium.
begs. A guy who really loves a girl will never
Street, at 730 p.m.
leave her,
2 tablespoons flour
Mr and Mrs. Wes Blane of
Does Housecleaning Too
The concert featured the
regardless.
I, teaspoon salt
Murray and Mrs. Jean Lois
A small sturdy woman with Murray State University Concert
I talked a girl out of her virginity. I am
ashamed to say
Butter
Miller of Nashville, Tenn., are
sparklinf, blue eys and honey
nd under the direction of Paul
that she was only 14. II was 18.1 I caused her a
The Pottertown Homemakers
lot of trouble,
Scrub zutchini with a vegetathe grandparents. A great
blone hair, Mrs. Broady, like any hahan. Highlights of
and
now
she
won't
even
speak
to
me.
the
But
Club has cancelled its meeting ble brush in cold water: do not
that's my fault, not
grandmother is Mrs. Bessie
other working wife, finds the ogram were a trombone
hers.
trio
today due to illness of the oare. cut atea'y a thin slice from
Thomason of Granite City, Ill.
housecleaning still to be done d a novelty number
Mrturing
each-end and discard. Coarsely
members.
What's your problem! you'll feel better if you get
hats and pans.
it off
grate zucchini—there should be
A baby Boy, Billy Joe,
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 11197911, Loa
Angeles Cal.
2 cups slightly packed down. In
weighing seven pounds 101
Thursday, April 15
WO For a personal reply enclose stamped,
/
2
a medium mixing bowl beat egg
addressed
Downtown Shopping Center, Murray
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
envelope.
Temple Hill Chafer NO. 5
until thickened and lemon color;
Franklin Hill of Murray Route
Order of the Eastern Misr
add zucchini, flour and sale -,
'Three on Saturday, April 10, at
Hate to write letters! Send SI to Abby. 1/10I
hold its regular
the mix well In a large skillet fry
1111111, Lea
4:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Angeles, cal. WOW for Abby's booklet. "How
Masonic Hall at 7:30,1n.
tablespoons of the mixture, well
1, Webs LeiCatOI
S
County Hospital.
ters for AU Occasisms."
apart and turning once, in hot
other
Their
children
are
butter—use 1 tablespoon butter
Johnny Ray Miller, age twentyThe Home Department of the for each batch. Keep first panFix A Quick Snack two, Linda Marie Miller, age THE LONGER LOOK
Murray Woman's Club will meet cakes warm in a low oven while
For a quickie Hawaiian Cheese twenty-one, and Charles Lincoln Designer Geoffrey Beene
at the club house at 1.30 p.m. frying rest. Makes 12 small paninack: Trim crusts from bread Miller, age eighteen. The father chooses double woven cotton
cakes
no
Hostesses will be Mesdames
in a neat blue and white:,
slices and divide into quarters works at Igle Hart Farms
Tommy Lavender, Vernon
motif for a stylish midiPlace bread on cookie sheet
ism
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. length dress and short
Roberts, Virgie Clark, Orvis
Cover each piece with a small Audrey Hill of Almo Route One cropped jacket. Worn by
Hendrix. and B. J. Hoffman.
1111
MII.
"011ftveimse.
Mrs:-Martha Golden opened slice of ham, slice of Cheddar and Mrs.-.Hattie George of St. 1911 Maid of Cotton Pat
Perry, the smart ensemble is
IT'S
A
SIGN
with
cheese,
top
and
a
pineapple
her home for the meeting of the
Augustin% -Fla.
accented with navy ribbon
Women have long known
South Murray Homemakers Club chunk. Secure with a wooden
The Baptist Women of Elm
OF THE TIMES...
trim.
pick. Bake 5 minutes in a 450°
Grove Baptist Church will hold the problems of dishpan
held on Wednesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Knight of
- April 7, at
ten-thirty o'clock in the morning. -oven Or until well heated. Serve Hardin Route Oneere the parents
its general meeting at the church hands, but recent medical
at 1:30 p.m and will later visit findings have added a new
The lesson on — Updating the immediately.
of a baby boy, Michael Lynn,
patients at the Westview Nursing dimension to the irritating
'weighing seven pounds 71
Exterior Of Your Home" was
/
2
chore
washing
daily
of
Home.
presented by Mrs. Quinton
ounces, born on Saturday, April
dishes by hand—dishpan
Gibson.
It at 6.16 p.m. at the Murray.
finger.
County Hospital.
Saturday, April 17
The Journal of the AmerMrs. Thomas Covington gave
They have another son, James
ican Medical Assn. has pubA basketball clinic, sponsored
Glom age two The father is an
lished findings that show a the devotion with the scripture
.by the Murray Recreational
leading cause of "wedding reading from Psalms 23.
worker.
iron
Department, will be held from
ring dermatitis" is dishGrandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
lin to eleven a.m. for boys of all
washing detergent trapped
The president, Mrs. N. P.
Let Cato put you on to the
Robert Knight of Hardin Route
'vs. For information contact behind the band after the Cavitt, presided. Announcem
fashion revolution's most now
ent
one
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
styles
that purr its s 'Otto, or
homemaker has done dishrry Polston at the Murray
was made of the book review to
Johnson of Gilbertsville Route
roar like a lion! Cato has
es by hand.
park 753-7640.
,be presented by Mrs. Harlan
your
style,
you pick your Color . .
One.
"With a diablasher, the
Hot Pant slurs for 'roost all.
Hodges at the Murray-Calloway
dishes
washed
thorare
Monday,
Where?
April 19
At Cate!
• f.
oughly in water hotter than County Library on Tuesday,
John Todd is the name chosen
(Of court*)
the hands can stand, and 4411 27, at 2:30 p.m. The author,
Mrs.
and
John
M.
Mr.
by
Yates
of
k The Faith Doran Circle of the there is no •'wedding ring Wilma Dykman, will be present
[fart Hall, Director's Apartment,
ISCS of the First- United
dermatitis' because the to autograph books. The South
FROM
Murray State University, for
Aethodist Church will meet at
hands never come in con- Murray Club will serve.
boy,
baby
their
weighing
seven
he home of Mrs. Jack Wilcox, 507 tact with dishwashing deSNTY
EWLEs
EST
: 14
Pounds six ounces, born on
tergent." advises Anne Wilroad Street, at two p.m. with
Mrs.
Cavitt
reported
th,
on
Monday, April 12, at 12:44 p.m.
liams, home economist for
• HOT PANTS
rs
Isaac L. Clanton as
• DENIM-BIB
the Westinghouse major state homemakers meeting held
The father is the director of HEARTS AND FLISIVERShostess Note change in date.
HOT PANTS
in
Lexington
March
17-19. Eight SWIM= PRASANTRY
Decidedly feminines* is this
appliance divisions.
!tart Hall Dormitory.
• Da
NOETSSPEASNT 11
Cotton in a bold black and
4
ankle-length dress of navy
membOrs of the South Murray
4
Grandparen
ts ate Frank Yates and white cotton--911.
white patchwoyk print makes
its For All,
done
Club attended.
for a very peasant spring of Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. up t4 hearts, flowers, and
The cost to repair the damage
,.
The Anwris..ati
Brightened with yellow rick tames E. Pulley of Dover, Term.
'xjrim Deep scallops out11%
Lunen was served at the noon rack 'and ribbon
from a five m.p.h, auto crash
-i%
to all l , tlif`11..
sash, the A great grandmother is Mrs. lin the fitted bodice and
averages over 520%. at 10 m.p.h hour Twelve members and one ankle-length dress is a favorlittnigh .1111 rieslia.ii alert Ilicit
lace-trimmed quilted skirt.
Sup.
it is over 5500. and at 15 m.p.h Visitor, Md. Frances Cole, were ite with Maid of Cotton Pat Lucy Yates of Mayfield.
From Osear de la Renta's
die vital Liets
NO MATTER WHAT THE FASHION ..
Perry. It's by Beeman Street!
Boutique collection, it's in
It is over $700
r,rt its (7aiicer Crusade.
present
WE'VE PUT IT ALL TOGETHER FOR LESS!
of Dallas
•-•
the
spring
wardrobe
of
1971
Mrs.
and
Mr.
John
sr
•
Contreras of Maid
,
of Cotton Pat Perry.
„.
•

Mrs. Paulk Gives
Program At Meet
Of Sorority Group
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BY KAY MOORE

1,7;14.4oico.4\

There's no getting
out of this one

WED
BEL-A

FBIRTHS.j

I

Children's Concert
Are Given Recently

The Bride
Cooks Dinner

'Dishpan
fibger'

South Murray Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Golden

FASHION'S
NEWEST
PUT-ON!

HOT PANTS

ft

. „,.
A
,
,
I

f,,„,

3.99

'ol

RI

• COUPON
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FOLGERIS

(With Coupon at Top of Page)
Kraft Regular
BAR-13-Q SAUCE 18-oz bots. 3/4.00

CHILI

DOG FOOD
NESTEA

ie
25-1b. bag

[PEACHES

(With Coupon at Top of Page)
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Kelly's
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Val Vita
24 size cans 3/"1—
3-oz. jar
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HOW PEACE TALKS are going in Par4s may be exemplified by expressions of the negotiators after a session.
Left: Mae. Nguyen Thi Birth, for the Viet Cong. Right:
Pham Dang Lam for the South Vietnamese.

winter begin to swell and burst la
their living cells expand and
divide with intricate orderliness.
Everywhere in the world of
Ky.—Spring,
LEXINGTON,
plants there is a duplicating of
in
born
is
like all other seasons,
genes, a dividing, rearranging,
the sky. But it is in the still depths and aligning of chromosomes,
of the earth where spring makes and a conversion of water and
itself most manifest.
atmospheric gases into basic
Stimulated by the lengthening carbohydrates to set the stage for
hours of warm sunlight oc- a whole generation of new leaves,
casioned by the peculair slant of fruits, and flowers. And so it is, in
the axis of the earth, seeds lying the strange alchemy of spring,
dormant in the soil since the that from a seemingly Weiss and
abudance of the previous autumn sterile earth, seed and bulb and
undergo strange processes of root and rhizome stir and shoot
fermentation. The highly con- up; buds unpack; flowers unfold,
centrated legacy of stored food is and the land once again arrays
transformed into energy; bac- itself in indescribable splendor.
teria begin work on the tough, As in the plant world, there is
protective husks, moisture seeps also a renascence among
in, and seedlings emerge to
exhibit delicate movements in
shoot and root.
Wrapped up in tough scales,
buds that have rested through the

Instinct, return from faraway'waters, as a result of plant death
continents across unknown seas. and decay inflicted by the cold of
It is not only on land that spring winter, strange chemical sub
its mysterious stances which biologists call
demonstrates
animals. One of the most familiar
chemistry. In the waters of the "auxetics" are produced.
sights of early spring is the queen pond, the lake, estuary, and sea, Roughly defined, auxetic means
aumblebee refreshing herself
there is a striking multiplication "increase." In spring these
after II tong winter's fast among of minute organisms. Not the auxetics or "increasers'
the o.atkins of the pussy willow, least of the interests of the vernal promote a multiplication of cells
where she gathers pollen and season is the repeopling of fresh ,
and an ever-increasing number
nectar for provisioning the water basins which seemed so
cradles of her nest.
devoid of life during the winter.
From sheltered recesses and The female gnat and mosquito
crevices, like mummies enemerge from hiding and make
swathed in protective wrappings,
rafts of cigar-shaped
floating
insect larvae—quiescent since eggs from
hatch
which
and
autumn—sitr
last
metamorphose as winged adults. wiggletails to hang head downSimilarly, there is an ward from the surface film.
Mayfly nymphs appear and so do
awakening of snails and frogs
hosts of water fleas, water
bats,
hogs,
ground
of
turtles;
and
striders, whiny-beetles, and
and other winter-sleepers. To infusorians of one kind or
break the silence of winter there
another.
are the migratory birds that, in In these fresh, yet
stagnant
compelling
response to some

.
ers Ask IRS
This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

•

Q) Ms employer continued
weeks from the day you filed.
to pay me while I was sick in
Should your refund be dethe hospital for several months
layed beyond this period, wait
last year. Is this money tax10 weeks from the date of
able?
filing your return before conThis
it.
about
IRS
the
and
tacting
single
A) You can exclude from
are
you
If
A)
income amounts you received
your gross income is under will allow time for any notice
under a wage continuation
$1700 or you are married with to reach you if the IRS has
combined gross income of less to contact you about errors in ,plan,for periods you were absent from work because of
than $2,300, you generally do your return such as those in
not have to file a return. But arithmetic and missing Social
if you had income tax with- Security numbers, W-2's, or
Garment-Go-Round
held from your pay, you must schedules.
WASHINGTON—Often,
get
to
order
in
return
a
Ale
of fabric is detruckload
a
your refund.
Q) Can I claim my foster
'111(
livered to a garment manuchild as a dependent?
facturer in the morning and
Q) Are there any special tax
leaves-the -saw evening—
A) Yes. For tax purposes,
...benefits for blind taxpayers?
a foster child is now treated
also by truck — in the form
; A) Yea. An additional $625 the same as a natural or
of finished suits and dresses,
exemption is allowed for a adopted child. This means that
ready for delivery to the
'taxpayer's blindness. The ek- you are entitled tci - claim a
Nation's department stores.
exemption
aldependency
also
is
$625
exemption
$625
tra
(1)
child
if:
foster
spouse
your
taxpayer's
for
the
if
-lowed
The moose is the tallest
is blind. The exemption may you furnished over half of his mammal in America..
made
he
(2)
a
support,
attaching
by
total
established
be
*•
statement to the return to that less than $625 (this income
effect. Blind taxpayers also limitation does not apply if
Mack bear cubs weigh no
may be entitled to certain he was under 19 years of age more than half a pound it
year end or was a full-time
v, medical expense deductions,
birth
;• sruch as a deduction for the student during five months of
• maintenance of a "Guide" dog.
Q) Can I deduct the sales
tax on the car I purchased last
year?
A) Yes, you can deduct,the
sales tax on your car in addition to the amount allowed on
the optional state sales tax
tables in the back of your income tax return package.

TUESDAY ...SHRIMP

NIGHT

WEDNESDAY . .CATFISH

NIGHT

THURSDAY ...PLATTER

NIGHT

Enjoy these Specials, plus Young Pirates under 6
eating Free Perch or Catfish. Pirates 6-12, 50' charge
for perch or catfish.

spec,o1 selection of eass•care pasts sails sad pant
Spring's newest styling in a carrousel of colors.

A

SAVE NOW! After Easter
Clearance

throughout the

aitrf

MIXER
Model No. M18
•
3-speed, powerful yet $
79
lightweight. sale!

7

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

W'COTTON
SWABS

rou

200 - BLErs

MINT FLAVORED
ca

Baby gets safety-cushioned
ends and a stick that bends!

fs4 UI r.4

HIIMPS:

BOX OF 88

MILK OF MAGNESIA

Relieves sinus
headache
and congestion
Reg. 98'

TABLETS
—
FAST RELIEF FROM

Q) My wife and I are filing
separate returns. Can I itemize while she takes the standard deduction?
A) No. On separate returns, each must use the same
method of handling 'deductions. If one of you itemizes,
then both must itemize deductions.

UPSET STOMACH .INDIGESTION.HEARTBURN

TADBALP.1
RADIO

Q) I can't find the envelope
for my tax return. Where do
I send my return?
Relator • Into Hold • Uncoated

FREE UPSY
DAISY COMB!

Low-Profile AM
Model No
11 306
$

Reg. '12.95 Sale!

88

BAN DRY
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
SPRAY
FOR

peoo.

war

BORN
FREE

• A) Make check payable to
(the Internal Revenue Service.
.irut your Social Security numr and what the payment is
or on the check so that it can
identified should it become
parated from yoar return
ri ng processing.

PROTEIN
SHAMPOO
AIN
ESTHER
poRposr
mcm,pessi

7-oz. Plastic
Bottle
Dry, Oily, Normal

Reg. '1.35

Reg. '1.09

DEODO RAN
Reg. '1.19

STOMACH

8-oz. Bottle

Sale! 6.9
I

Q) Whom should I make my
(beck payable to if I owe
(
axes?

j

Ship Ahoy Maties ... gather all
hands on deck and cast off for
the greatest bargains on the seven seas!

PORTABLE

sickness or injury subject to
certain limitations. Form 2440
explains these limitations and
shows you how to compute
your sick pay exclusion. The
form can be obtained from
your local IRS office.

Q) I paid $10 to see a special
oeing of a movie for the
nefit of our local police boys
('an I deduct this amount
my income tax return?
Al You can deduct the e x.
ss of what you paid over tb-e
-sir value of any goods or
'*r icesreceived. If the regu• r price of the movie would
•Iltive been $2. you have made
contribution' of $S ($10
is deductible
A $21. The
1* 3 charitable contribution.

WELCOME

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Q) I filed my Federal income tax return, hut have not
received my refund. When will
I get it?
A) If your return is complete and accurate, you should
have your refund within 4-6

A) Your return should be
mailed to the Internal Revenue Service Center serving
your distriet. The address of
the Internal RevQue Service
Center for your area is listed
on page three of your tax
forms package instructions.

%%%%%

%%%%%%

To Great
Week-Night Specials

the year). (3) he is a U.S.
citizen or resident, or a resident of Canada, Mexico, the
Panama Canal Zone or th,
Republic of Panama for some
part of the year, and (4) he
has not filed a joint return
with his spouse.

ci) I am a college student
and earned $1,100 from my
summer job last year. Do I
still have to file a return?

••••••• %%%%%
NNNNh.N.,

of other substances called
"augmentors" which give more
power to the first. Thus out 01
death come stimulants for
awakening pond life in spring.
Spring is definitely a time of
resurrection and of the young—
young seedlings, nestlings,
tadpoles, young lambs, and baby
chicks.

-BLUE

LADY
CLAIROL
Hair Lightener Kit

Reg. '2.25
$1
Sale!

M4SIMUM
LIGHTENING

e
CONDITHYNING
KIT

29

4-oz. Spray

594,

Sale!

PRII, 14 trl
:es called
give mon
Thus out of
Olants for
in spring
a time of
young—
nestlings,
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TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

BEEF

Krey All-Meat

Jo
le wl Bologna
Wieners Hodo
.59;
39;
39;
12-oz

By-The-Piece

* PRODUCE *

* FROZEN FOODS *
• FROSTY ACRES FROZEN FOODS •
4

1

FRENCH FRIES
ORANGE JUICE
BROCCOLI SPEARS
CUT CORN
GREEN PEAS

3/9.00
3/9.00

2
/
11
12-oz.

MIX 'N MATCH

11-12.
10-oz.
10-oz.

>4/79C

PAMPERS
CAKE MIX DAYTIME

COOKIES
and

CRACKERS

CHOCOLATE CHIPS

TISSUE
25c

Excluding Angel Food

45c
CHOW
CRISCO
PICCALILLI
CHOW
85c
29c
FREE!
GRAPE JUICE FAB Godchaux Sugar
69c
29c
law
[15c
15C
3P

1 lb.

39C

1i Pack 89c

18 1/2 oz.

4 Rolls

DaMOInE

Formans

FORMANS

Regular or Hot

Hot or Reg.
29c
12 oz.

12-oz.

3 ibs

5-1b. Bag of

with !he pardon d
6 C.E. LIGHT BULBS at rants price.

Gt
Johnson's

12 °z

ar Halves 55c

STEELE'S FRESH SIIELLED

71

No. M.=

CROWDER
PEAS

21-oz.
)20

SAVE 20;

15C

ONE

with
this

PE
j'

WITH COUPON
M"I:Y 7
1/7415C.
IvITEXPIRE
:FrER
T °u4P
:

28-oz.

KRAFT

coupon

Lend-one per family • Coupon exPirils.5/15/71

38C

210Ic

18-oz.

35c

•

10 lbs.

Wizard Charcoal

11311 SAUCE COKE

MAXWELL HOUSCCOFFEE

$165

,

POST CINNAMON RAISIN BRAN
OR POST RAISIN BRAN

1 PACKAGE

lemisitrA canton

2.LB.

ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF IS 02

•

Kraft Assorted

1

REDEEM THIS COUPON NOW and

I

HUNT'S

300 can 19

IMMSOR'S COUPON

GLO_
LSAVEI5C
COAT

FRUIT DRINKS
464z 3/$10°
CORN TOMATO 15.4z.
S CE 25c
JELLY Charcoal 69c
339C ti hter qt39C

Pride of Illinois
White Cream Style

Welch

MANWElt
r1HOUSI

1$I$.

EDON

Betty Crocker

NABISCO RITZ

49c
10c
Lit. Hai 19c
Bock 10c
Du.- cos ke 39c

RED OR WHITE POTATOES
BANANAS
LETTUCE
GREEN ONIONS
LEMONS

r No Deposit
r ffi Mara

,25c

JOHNSON'S CoiJpoN

kilave200
WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A

11U.02. JAR

MAXIM:m.4"
at JOHNSON'S 1002. JAR ONLY $ 1 01

*ON
COUPON

ONE COUPON PER f AIRILY • OFFER EXPIRES

S/1/71
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Know what you want

disappears_whien, in the last county in the 1966 through 1970
Burley tobacco production in
crops and the state average price
would reflect an they received for it each year.
Calloway County over the last five years,
money -circulation burIncowymperodforucerscalireaaychcootunthety
five years has given growers here economic,
,975.
6,33
$
of
or
car that is in p"ucsa'ty fine
Income totaling 81,236,795 and fact
more at trade-in urns
among burley years included:
that
referendum
times
hard-to-find
five
a
A
is
has been worth
1l968_4968-422:51:72:41;;
1970_4217320,
Another point that requires 41ape or
:
6,_42497_4240546275:;
would prefer not to
growers will be conducted in 11996
he
county's
model,
economy:
the
to
amount
how
is
consideration
careful
of
question
on the
handle the car In most maw,
dispose of your old
The figure) compiled from early May
Al Sheen's 1965 sedan looked you plan to
he will sell the car to a used car
&SC records, was whether they will accept a new "The importance of price
be
,
dealer
Kentucky
a
to
it
take
you
If
car
bedraggled, even tn the
controls—
shock when he merchant anyway
reported by the Burley Tobacco program of poundage
on burley tobacco can
semidarkness of the garage. prepared for a
time in 31 supports
first
the
for
reject,
Association
or
give
he'll
Cooperative
much
how
Growers
seen, and price supbe
readily
The paint was faded and there telLs you
have
In most inQ. When I bought my new car
and the Council for Burley years, price supports which in_ ports—in order to keep them—
was a dandy dent left over from you on a trade-in.
and
prices
rfair
your five-yea
recently I considered getting
Tobacco to show the imPortarice guaranteed
must necessarily be coupled with
an encounter with a parking stances, unless
in Calloway come stability to growers in reasonable controls on producold car only has 5,000 miles on it air-conditioning but decided
of burley production
meter a few months ago.
elsewhere.
and
county
to the county's Calloway
like new," the against the additional $385 item
County—both
The odometer read 55,000 and truly "looks
lion," John M. Berry, president
likely offer you at the last minute. Now I wish I
g and to the business in- Should growers vote against of the Burley Tobacco Growers
eers
en
:r
miles. Not too high, reasoned dealer will most
afterdetermined
Are
value,
had ate-conditioning.
accepting the new poundage Cooperative Association, said.
Al. but the car had started low book
Kelly Blue market units worth the dough
Kentucky control proposal, there wW be no The Burley Co-Op administers
of
University
using some oil. The tires were usually either by the
A.D. A auto and do they really work'
crop of
in fair shape, but the vinyl top Book or the N
agriculture economists note that price supports for the 1971
support program in
R.W.
the price
oduced dollar burley producers, a spokesman Kentucky
had begun to peel and the appraisal guide.
farm-pr
such
each
states.
y
1965
a
for
ekample,
For
county'ist said. There will be no alternative
upholstery was showing signs
e before
s
eeon
1.mplves
)
(
conmult
A. There are many comandovefrcR-Irridoitherng
coupe that
Impala
Chevrolet
conpoundage
the
wear.
of
proposal on
five times
said, -in all of
new, panies that offer air units for
for
S3,000
about
paid
you
Berri
"
deratien,
si
in
decision.
a
It was time for
trols-price supports question
according to the your car, and while they do not
the efforts to change the burley
Should Al go ahead and spend the dealer —
balloting among growers program was the fact that we
generally do quite as good a job
could
—
guide
N.A.D.A.
latest
rItl.ust preserve the price support
f
the 6450 he had been quoted to
growers
program,
they
Without a
ly as little as as factory-installed units,
growers
fix his car up. or should he give yoteconceivab
your car cool and
taking their crops to market System to,,the lasting benefit of all
S250- for it. depending on its will keep
Scott (right), Apollo 15
trade it in for a new model!'
TEST—David
summer
hot
on
BUGGY
comfortable
MOON
would have no guarantee of
particular
This is a decision that more condition This
commander, and James Irwin of the U.S. Geological
what they could get
price—only
bring days. Some manufacturers
will
shape
good
in
model
Quack
The
Bewane
near
than 8 million motorists will
offer units that match nicely
Survey test a Moon buggy at a man-made crater
for it at auction on the whims of
claims
well
as
unfounded
of
grover,
a
as
Lice this year as domestic and approximately 61,000 on a used with the dash assembly; other
Jieware
known
vehicle,
The
Flagstaff, Ariz.
market conditions.
and unproven methods of canforeign automakers try to car lot.
were created to help astronauts get
units merely
field
expensive
cinder
less
the
for
as
figt
income
five-year
The
A car in cleaner condition, of
cer treatment, says the Amenattract new customers to their
the feel of lunar exploration.
bolt to the transmission tunnel.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Ford Calloway County groyere 11 can Cancer Society. Sure"cures"
course, will bring you more at
showrooms.
Prices range from about 6250
Rally Day in the Seventh based on the net yearly and "remedies" for cancer may
After you have already made trade-in time.
on up, installed and guaranCongressional District, featuring production of burley in this prevent or delay proper lifeDealers are the first to tell
IP your mind that you want a
companies
few
teed. And a
savin treatment.
a major political speech on behalf
eew car, you must decide what you that you can probably do offer units you can install
incar
every
in
your
Ford
H.
selling
Wendell
of
by
better
suit
will
best
automobile
of
Ifind
Yourself
courthouse in the district, will be
tour needs. If you are single dependently. Unless you have a
conducted Saturday, April 17,
and enjoy the good life, your
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
fancy may turn toward a fancy.
state chairman of the Wendell
high-powered hardtop ot
convertible. If. on the other
Ford for Governor Campaign,
in 1969 to more than 376 has announced.
hand, you have a wife and three
pounds in 1970.
By MURRAY J. BROWN
kids to worry about, you will
"At 1:30 pm., 22 out.standin
UPI Travel Editor
obably be thinking in terms
Still crisis
Kentuckians will be taking
•a basic. full-size sedan or
ReNEW YORK (UPI)
...But he emphasized that the Ford's message to the people of
Station wagon.
District,
Seventh
turning recently from a trip
"problem is far from solved • the
. Whatever your preference.
abroad, I listened to fellow
it still is a genuine drug crisis." simultaneously. The 17th day of
you
shake sure you know what
passengers complain bitterly'
"All of the heroin and co- April may well become known u
leant before you enter the
about long delays in clearing
caine used by addicts is smug- truth day of this campaign in the
dealer's showroom If you have
through customs. But I'm sure gled into the United States Seventh District," Huddleston
dencluded that you want a
they would agree it is a small_ -and a huge proportion of it- by-Auk.
particular model with parprice to pay to help stop the
individuals who dress, act, and
ticular optional equipment.
The campaign chairman said
flow of hard drugs into the
look just like your clients,"
clion't let the salesman talk you
and enthusiastic crowds
large
United States.
he told the travel agents.
into a higher-priced car loaded
Drug smugglers are a seesous
"We would be exceedingly are expected at all 22 districts,
with a lot of extras you simply
threatNo our youth and until
happy if there were some ma- "because there are thousands of
a foolproof way, has been dedo not want or need.
gic device we could use...that concerned Kentuckians in the
In selecting a new car, you
vised to identify these crimiwould identify for us the nar- Seventh District, and throughout
might check on the price of the
nals from honest travelers
cotic smuggler. To date, we this state wanting to hear about
oext model up the line
everyone is suspect and the
have found no substitute for the real issues In this campaign.
You may find that equipment
-delays will continue.
the hard work of looking, lis- To date, the only way they have
that you may want that is listed
As Myles J. Ambrose, U.S.
tening and investigating."
been able to do this is to go
Customs,
Commissioner of
as optional is standard on
Ambrose said the Customs U. Gov. Wendell Ford."
told a recent meeting in Wash- Bureau was testing new proanother model.
For example, say you want a
ington, D.C. of the American
cedures ,to speed clearance for "For some reason, the
two-door
Society of Travel Agents
standard -sized
the international traveler: spe- statewide news media has
(ASIA):
hairtitop One popular model on
cial
lanes for collecting tax refused to recognize there is
..-"We will always try to ex- anti duty on liquor, express more Om one candidate in this
te market lists for $3,280. Then
airejlite tit,e honest traveler. but counters for people with three campaign. Lt. Gov Ford has
Jay you want a V-8 engine,
power disc brakes, a clock and
thee will be times when he
bags or less, expediting the refused to resort to demagoguery
fancy wheel covers. That will
will be delayed because we are
infirm or ill, and special in- to create headlines, and
add another 6216 to the price
trying to locate the cheat, the
vestigating techniques for iden- discussion of issues apparently is
tag. for a total of 63.496.
fraud, and the carriers of hutifying narcotic traffickers, dia- not enough," Huddleston said.
next
the
at
But by. looking
man destruction, cocaine and
mond smugglers and "the
IT—Attempting to take off after
MAKE
QUITE
DIDN'T
model up the line. you find that
heroin."
cheat w he does not want to
Huddleston said thousands 01
landing on a lot of a private
emergency
an
making
all those items are standard
earlier speech, pay duty on foreign acquisi- Kentuckians have been asking
an
In
Pa., Guy Culpo's plane snagged a
Hawthorn,
in
home
and the price difference is only
Ambrose said "narcotic drugs tions.
the same question, and many
telephone line and ended up in some trees. Culpo, from
$60 more and you will end up
by their very size and shape
Pa.
DuBois,
to
H said travel agents could have volunteered their time and
N.Y.,
Elmira,
from
flying
was
Iowa,
Letts,
plusher
much
a
with
can easily be hidden.
help ease some of the delays effort to help Wendell Ford take
He walked away from the wreckage uninjured.
automobile that will be worth
"The methods used by
at ports of entry by advising his message to the people,
smu lees in secreting them
clients of custom regulations realizing that Ford cannot be in
are only limited by the ferand booking them on planes
tility of their imagination. that arrive from abroad dur- all places at all times.
-They range from the natural ing off-peak hours.
body cavity to scuba diving
Ambrose said that at New
tanks, from false-bottom suitYork's Kennedy Airport "air
cases to crucifixes, from siline schedules -cause a logjam
tars(Hindu string instruments) by the arrival of more than
As your representative during the 1970
to books."
35 per cent of the 22 to 24
The immensity of the task
session of the General Assembly the following
passengers daily...Ke: Four persons were fined in the
thousand
of apprehending the smuggler tween 4 and 7 p.m."
Murray City Court of Judge
'was my stand, on some of the issues:
is underlined by the fact that
a situation that William Donald Overby on
is
"This
1. I supported legislation that removed the
more than 227 million perrobs us of the capability of Friday afternnon, April 9. The
five percent sales tax from prescription drugs
sons were cleared through cus- carrying out basic functions. regular session of City Court was
toms in 1970. That is more
and medicine.
be'cause one of our most diffi- not held on Monday morning,
than the total population of cult problems is that too many April 12.
2. I supported legislation that removed the 5
States.
United
the
arrive at too small a
people
percent sales tax, in many instances, in the
,on
enterpei
every
tsy law,
Records show the following
place, for too few people to
of motor vehicles.
ing the United States, and his
transfer
occurred:
process, and all at the same
EG. $5.19
effects, is liable to search by
Jerry Linn Farris, driving while
3. 1 supported legislation giving school
Mary Carter Latex
customs officials. Inspections
House Paint
traveler can intoxicated, fined $100.00 costs
Thonest
e lesid
'
'Iiineh
teachers a 16.7 million dollar salary increase.
were eased several years ago
Dries in 30 minutes
make it easier for himself and 310.00.
4. I supported legislation giving aid to the
For all exterior sue
but tightened drastically when
inspector by keeping all Clifton D. Finney, speeding, fined
faces
the United States intensified the receipts handy. packing
department of Health and Child Welfare.
sales
$10.00 costs $10.00
the war against sursigglers last
5. 1$ opposed legislation that would have
EG. WIN
purchases and gifts acquired
.all
London, disorderly
year.
PO; Lades
abroad in one bag if possible. Ronny
placed a five percent sales tax on farm
Interior Latex Wall
•
Ambrose told ASTA that
familiarizing himself with conduct,fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
and
Paint
machinery.
in
Customs
1970
stopped
disorderly
Lowry,
conduct,
Greg
cust(im regulations.
Washable Easy
9,389 narcotic smuggling at6. I opposed legislation that would have
soap and water clean
Booklets are available free fined 950.00 costs $10.00
tempts, an increase of 88 per
• required all grain dealers to be bonded.
U.S. Passport Agency offices
One COM covers rros*
cent over 1969. Seizures of at local customs houses or
and
If re-elected I shall take this stand on the
rfaces
heroin were 65 per cent, from
can be obtained by writing to
issues:
following
210 to almost 347 pounds.
the Director of the Bureau of
Trim & Deck
while cocaine seizures inLatex Wall
1. I shall oppose pending legislation requiring
. , Washington, D.C.
ustosm
20226.6
2
creased by nearly_ 1,566 Per
Enamels
lawn, garden, and farm machinery to be
Paint
cent, from less than 24 poundExterior?
Interiors,
frrshen•up
Budget Priced for
licensed.
Marine
and
and rover up paint jobs_
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I don't kno
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of the

5th

Savings up
to 32%!

Persons Are Fined
In The City Court

Legislative
District

cLimited Time

Clearance
Specials
i399
per Gal

7
Roller IL Pan
Set

White and Colors
teed tree pigments

Sturdy, reusable. Handle

• 1441 G•sr, ino•
15 Cokars

contains

•

/0!

traYleg. '1.29 994

1.11

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Yates (Mrs. Myra
Ann Yates), Hart Hall Msu,
Murray, Baby Boy Contreras
(Mrs. Jane Contreras), P.O Box
374, Benton, Baby Boy Gouglas
(Mrs. Elizabeth Jane Douglas),
Rt. 7, Mayfield.

Reg. $2.39
Per

Qi•

Rol-Hide Latex Mary Carter's
Base
Wall Paint
'at Colir'House Paint
• ton% ant,ng
• Monte.. Ite.nnt

• One Coe 10-•
•'SVI.Pronorng

Peg
•

...Jr en.

Many Canten . fhc

paint With the wOmatn'S

lowty,i o
...w1hi
)
thirdsiy_1
SS—Supporters thri, ,pg:the streets
after
....
Delhi cheer prime Mini-.r-',.rIndira 0
Parliawon absolute control over India's new e ic
ma Or
' ment by winnow
0-

DISMISSALS
Jerry Glenn Howard, 1503
Sycamore, Murray, Miss Dells&
Layce Berryrnan, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., William Jason Potter, 209
Maple Apt. 5, Murray, Master
'!by Lynn Parrish, Rt. 1, Almo,
Joe Edd Ross. 'Rt. 1, Hardin,
James Preston Kilgore, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Octa Nix Curd, 412 S.
flAh Murray, Mrs. Minnie
Williams Poyner, Rt. 4, Murray,
Charles Ophus Grogan, Rt. 2,
Hazel.
,)

2. I shall oppose any inlrease in realestate
tax.
3. 1 shall oppose legiskftion that would increase the salary of the 138 members of the
General Assembly.
4. I will support a severance tax on clay, coal
and oil. I am in favor of this revenue being
used for the upgrading of elementary and
secondary education.
5. I will support a tax increase on beer, wine
and whiskey.
6. I will support revenue sharing
Your support, advice and prayers solicited.

- -candidate for re-election—
' State Representative.
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I must write this letter because
I have such strong feeling about
this coming election, and I want
the ones who have written, the
ones who have gone on the air and
especially the steering committee of the Dry League, who
are doing a great job, to know -I'm
behind them one hundred per
cent.
I'm a mother and a Christian.
This is part of the reason for my
stand against alcohol. I'm interested in every one's child.
Their future and their happiness
jrill depend on the kind of place
we have for them to grow up in.
Keys and I have worked with
young people for years teaching
Sunday school classes, church
camps and scouts and etc. What
good would our efforts be if we
stood by and let our town be taken
over with open saloons and bars,
for them to be exposed to during
the growing-up stage of their
lives.
Hurrah! for the lady who said
she didn't leave poison where her
children could reach it. Sure
there are lots of things to po.
our children, magazines, dope
and some of the text books they
have in health classes in college.
Yes there are many other things,
but they don't cause killing on the
highways, broken homes, little
children to go hungry. You know
all the dangers of alcohol.
The man who sells liquor to
these boys and girls, that drags
Diem down in the gutters, makes
alcohol addicts, of them. Do you
pant this guilt on your conscience?
My dislike for alcoholic
beverage is about equal to my
dislike for snakes ( Prov. 23:32)
"At the last it biteth like a serpent and stingeth like an adder".
Would you not cry danger if a
friend was nearing a snake?
People; its time for us all to cry.
danger or live to regret it. All my
family live here, my husbands
folks live here and have all our
lives except 4 years Keys wore
the uniform and being away at
school. I feel I have a right to call
Murray our town, it's not perfect.
But even the ones that are from
other places say its a better towr
than most.
So this is an issue, a right or
wrong side you can't be in the
middle. "Choose you this day
*boom you irtIarve"
—
la:is.
Vote against Bars, open
taverns, and saloons. Vote dry,
vote no, on April 20, 1971.
I don't know who wrote this ABar, It expresses has I feel so I
hope you will print this too.

3/$1"

Hunt's Yellow Cling

PEACHES
z1
/
2 cal

3/89'

PORK & BEANS - 141
/
2-oz. can
PINTO BEANS - 15-oz. can
GIL NOR'N BEANS - 15-oz. can
NAVY BEANS - 15-oz. can
CHILI HOT BEANS - 15-oz. can
RED BEANS - 15-oz. can
BUCKEYE PEAS - 15-oz. can
WHITE HOMINY - 141/2-oz. can
SPAGHETTI, TOMATO SAUCE &
CHEESE - 14-oz. can

Pride of Illinois

CREAM CORN
17-ez. ca

15C

)a/t;de-kt
ARXWACE
FANCY GOLDEN DELICIOUS

APPLES
ORANGES
BANANAS
LETTUCE

Mrs. Keys Keel

Cub Scout Writes
Winning Essay In
Webelos Contest

FRESH TEXAS

FANCY CABANA RIPE

FRESH

5

PONIMICII,NEARTY/IMILS

/

1

Scott Thurman
The following entry was
selected from six in an essay
contest of the Webelos Cub Scout
Den which meets with Pack 37,
Robertson School. The essay
subject was "Scouting Builds
Character.' It was submitted by
Scott Thurman, age 10, grade 5,
Robertson School
"Character is something that nc
one can give to you. Character is
something that no one can make
you have. Character is the way
you act and the way you treat
people you know—like your
friends and your school teacher.
"Scouting builds character
because in it you learn to be nice
to every one and you start to be
the kind of person you will be
when you grow up. For instance,
right now you are starting to be
the kind of person you will be
whet) you grow up. If you are a
nice person as a scout, you will be
a nice grown-up If you are honest
now. you' will be honest then
"Scouting builds character
because scouting builds men and
boy power makes man power in
scouting "

FROSTY SEAS

FISH STICKS
FRENCH FRIES
MEAT DINNERS
GARDEN DELIGHT

FROSTY ACRES

CLUB STEAK

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY ... YOU 'CA

ilt?‘J OUR

Locate4 Downtown

I(

4'

Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p4m.

THF' I.EDGER & TIMES — \It rk IN

WEDNESDAY—APRIL 14, 1971

hrtiTUCKY

l'A(,I 11,1

Open from 8 a.m. till 12 p.m. 7 Days a
Week for Your Shopping Convenience

..

•

WE REDEEM U.S. GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS

iii

*

* AT LIBERTY WE OFFER ONLY U.S. PRIME BEEF *
WE GIVE TREASURE CHEST STAMPS - DOUBLE TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

PEACHs

''

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

Southold. Shopping Center

. 1 slab Bacon
3,.„.rsh$
26,„_.z.85 BACON

SACRAMENTO
Ins:1:7

Murray, Kentucky

29
.49(p
594;

8 to 12 lb.
Whole or Half
Slab
ID

MATCHLESS
SLICED RINDLESS

TUNA
CORN
5"sc789`P BACON
•
W
48
Pork Loin
MIRACLEM.
.
'
1 STEAK
chuck Roast
DRINKS
DEL MONTE
CHUNK STYLE

Cans

PRIDE OF ILL.
CREAM STYLE

MISS LIBERTY

SLICED RINDLESS

N.

CENTERS'& END SLICES MIXED
1
2 Loin
(/

DRESSIHIP

SALAD

NG

;
/
1
4

br

LIBERTY
GRADE "A" MED.

U.S. PRIME ROUND

Doz.

6.98

U.S. PRIME
FIRST CUT

39(
4
TISSUE 4
CHILI
COFFEE
.
_
,
TTOWELS
3
18
.
DOG
.
12
4.. $1 FRYERS
,HAMBURGER.49C
CRISCO
FOOD,
31C
49C
49C
25c FRANKS 124z. Pkg.49C
JUICEgx
Oil
49C PICNICS .sb..to ., 39
SALMON ..13c GRN BEANS5.11 ROAST
69
ac
ALICE 10 CHEER va" Pkg. ua
39c
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5
i
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s
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cliTsup
3
*-oz.
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3
i
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1E
SHELLS
35c
BB0
-39c
19c
MEAT
SAUCE
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... .
cE MILK ,.1 1.39C PIES Aria 3:_2, , sz. sal mARGAR NE 39c BANANAS 10C
ICE CREAM 63c oRNG jcE 3,2„.99c CABBAGE
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.
:
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IDUITY
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4-a. pr

(Lift: V)

C :t ..4, .„., ..,..,.. ......

$

3

ALL MINH SIORTBING

STURM
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:,

OR THIS COUPON WORTH 40' OFF 10-01. FOLGER'S AND MAXWELL NOUSE INSTANT!
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a Coop); Per ,Family„.... ...... ...*„........:.... ...,, ....,, ,.....„. ...... ...,.
With this.7
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C0:
IcIITTRiE:SGKEILDith.ET

24-oz. bottle

46-ez. cal
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CINEF CM

ALLEN CUT

ELM HILL FULLY COOKED SMOKED

BOSTON BUTT PORK

-

C

lb.

DETERGDIT

SACRAMENTO =ATI

Fresh Sliced

.

SOFTEI FACIAL

- -

59
,69C

PORK STEAK
,PORK CUTLETS 'rut'

am; $41

Min PAU .

MA PRIDE SEMI-BONELESS

S

RE

COUNTRY STYLE PORK

Fresh Frozen

16.1839;

Minute

b.

1

HUNTS

FISH STICKS Tradewinds Breaded
pkg. 99c
SHRIMP Traderieds Ruled
g 39C

Bottles

via

MOWS ClEi=m1

,.

FESTIVAL

MORTON

/
1
2 pl.

111-a. jar
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sip

SIIIIII

SEALD SWEET
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without coo
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Pan.
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"
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drawers, vani
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GOLDEN DELICIOUS

$-.z. cep

• ..'"''' LIBERTY COUPON ''Y''
20' ,10 Godchaux
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*. with this coupon and '1.50 or more additional
purchase. (Ns and Dairy Plod Exc.)
.60,000 - t:*.-..
20
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Ow, and c
118.

Whole or Haft I.

ZOO ct.89

'161111.411111,
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4Bottles $ 1

KELLY'S

WOW

AVOCADO
Kenmore
antique
13. Phone

$

EGGS

COKES - 28-oz.
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big sale, j
day. Row
Sales and
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,.. .... ..,.
LIBERTY COUPON -'•''' '''''''' 1 '''''' •••••• 50 REASURE CHEST
50
''%•, STAMPS
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with this coupon led the purchase of 3 lbs. or more
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GROUND BEEF
Void
After April 10, 1971

KARO AND F
Phone 436-2289.

Get Your
Seed
• Atrizen•
•-Hood
• Dare
• Wayn
Farmers
Seed
Quality Fiel
Srvi e
CLEARANCE
house, 13.50. Ma
Revelbed lawn c
tool chest,$5.00.
1712.
HANDCRAFT P
as Grape Cl
Holders, Lam
gifts, suitable f
gifts. Phone 75
at 516 South 11th

THE PLACE to buy those good
Norge and Gibson appliances, no
big sale, just low prices every
day. Rowland Refrigeration
Sales and Service, Iltabouth 12th
Street.
May6C

1 USED, 10 H.P., Case, tractor
and mower. 1 used, 12 H.P.,
Wheelhorse, tractor and mower.
1 used, heavy duty Westinghouse
air-conditioner., 1 used, 20 inch
creel power mower. May be seen
at the office of the Murray
Municipal Housing Commission,
AVOCADO GREEN
Sears
Kenmore washer and dryer, 716 Nash Drive. April 14, 15 and
antique trunk, yellow formal, size 16th. 7:0I/ a.m. to 4:00 p.m. L. D.
Miller, Executive Director. Al6C
13. Phone 753-7906.
Al4C
7136 CAMPER3 Trailer. Real GARAGE SALE at 301 South 6th
srp. $700.00. 'trove Heights, Street, on Friday and Saturday,
A16C
l*in Cobb Road,753-1915. Al4P including some antiques.

i

HERDS OF Chinchilla from
c tilled stock, $400.00. Also'Toy
dles, Chinese Pugs, Irish
ter, birds. 12 aquariums,
mplete with fish, (cheap).
one 753-1862.
Apri122C
(318 TRACTOR. Side mount
wer, grader blade, plow,
;
tivators, harrows. Phone 753-0.
A20C
Factory Direct
MAGNIFICENT
MAGNAVOX
I LF.ACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Shopping Center

1968 CHEVELLE 12x50 Mobile
Horne, newly decorated with
porch and
carport. Airconditioner and washer. Phone
492-8642.
A16C

Noes tarn 12,995"
Lew as IV'Dews

1969 FORD CT 850 135 Wheel Base CDC
with V8 CI engine 477
1000 x 20 12 ply tires with 8 mud & snow
on rear with 7.5 rims.
10 speed R. T. 910 transmission
(Fuller Road Ranger)
Holand sliding 5th wheel
1-50 gallon & 1-30 gallon saddle tanks
Power Steering
34000 4b Eaton rear axle (twin screws)
5000 -lb. front springs
Low Mileage . . purchased locally

Mayfield, Kentucky
Phone (Area Code 502) 247-3816

or 502 247-5502

Hwy. 141 S. Phone 753-3640
Murray, Ky. Next to
Holiday Inn

Experience helpful but not
necessary. Can earn extremely
high pay after short training, for
local and over-the-road hauling.
Write: NATION WIDE SEMI
DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road,
N.E , Lexington, Kentucky 40505
or call 606-299-6912.
Al4C
NIGHT WATCHMAN wanted.
Apply in person to Boones
Laundry and Dry Cleaners, 1605
Main Street.
A14C
BE A MONEY maker as well as a
home maker. Earn up to $3.00 per
hour as a Vanda Beauty Coundelor Phone 753-1711.
A14C
SPRING'S THE time to get a new
lease on life. Get out of the house,
meet new people, earn money,
win prizes, have fun-as an Avon
Representative. Turn extra hours
into extra cash. Want to know
more? Call collect after 7:00 p.m.
365-9424 or write Mrs. Janet
Kunick, Route 2, Box 136 A,
Princeton,Ky.
ITC

TEAM SPIRIT-Plc Tommy J. Cray shuns featutes of the M-16A1 rifle to (Mergefreiter (E-3) Norbert Roll, a German airman participating in Project PARTNERSHIP.
A military exchange program, Project PARTNERSHIP is designed to promote understanding between U.S. and German units. Private Gray, Central City, Ky., is a member
of Headquarters Battery, 32d Army Air Defense Command, Kaiserslautern, German',.

A LADIES SHOW Sarah Coventry
FURNITURE REFINISHING. DON'T JUST Buy A Car. Buy
Impala Custom jewelry and earn extra money. It
All work guaranteed. Free Chevy' 1971
steering is easy and fun. Have a jewelry
pickup and delivery. Free Coupe with air, power
as $3716.16. party and win free jewelry. Call
low
brakes.
As
and
estimate. Antique or natural
INiiirri" Taylor Chevrolet Inc., 753-3056 or 753-6735.
A15C
CASE 530 Tractor, 3 bottom plow, 12160 TRAILER, all electric, finish. Jem McCoy,753South 12th Street, across from
3045.
May
5C
excellent
condition.
Also
diac, and cultivator. Phone 753Uncle Jeff's. Come by and see;
1118.
Al4P Kawasaki motorcycle, 100cc.
Mac USED TRAILERS, also used airReason for selling, going to FUR ALL your home alterations H. Nix, Charles Jenkins or
Al4C conditioners or what have you.
remodeling, etc. new or Fitts.
repairs,
service.
Phone
753-6763.
A20C
FULL SIZE bed, mattress and
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
old. Free estimates. Call 753springs. Good condition, goad
A14C
May 6C
Court after 4:00 p.m.
6123.
TWO
SPRING
Formals,
sizes
13
price. Phone 753-7632.
A14C
and 14 and boy's suits, size 15 and
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
WANT TO BUY; used airAl6C
FOR LONGER wear keep car- 16. Phone 753-7705.
us completely cover your home
conditioner, medium size. Phone
pets clean with Blue Luise. Rent
with Reynolds weather tight
753-9455 after 7:30 p.m.
A I6C
electric shampooer $1. Western 1969 MOBILE HOME, 12x64. aluminum siding. Also we do
trade or sell 83
to
LIKE
Auto, "Home of The Wishing Good condition. Phone 489WOULD
soffitt and overhangs on brick.
A20C
acre farm, Tht miles East of AV ANT TO BUY: logs and
Well."
A14C 2156.
Storm windows de doors, shutters
Murray on Irvin Cobb Road, and standing timber. Also have for
estimates.
Free
and carports.
HE original photographic
about
3 or 4 miles from Kentucky sale lumber and sawdust.
Aluminum Sermodel, so to speak, was
'
ONE 1961 Ford tractor 801, only Call Garland's
farm is bordered on Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
The
Lake.
Route 1, Kirltsey., 489-2427 or
TFC
Dorothy Catherine Draper of
a creek. Another Phone 753-4147.
by
had three crops made with it, 3-14 vice,
North
the
M14C
Sedalia 328-8398.
New York. She was the spininch plows, 2-row Ford drill, one
creek crosses the farm North and
ster sister of Dr. John William
an
excellent
is
There
560 International tractor, one 12 WILL MOW Yards and lots, any South.
Draper who posed patiently
mac building site with a good well and
ft, wheel disc, 4-14 inch fast hitch vicinity. Phone 753-9445.
for him to expose the earliest
everlasting spring. Will sell farm
daguerreotype closeups of a
a
ct Phono 41177635j al43738,000 BTU modearelia1s4 ti4 f
- Xlise DOZING, $8.00 per hour. No job
human face (T in Americaroorns.-1- Dual Stet turret
possibly in the world -- 1839.
too small. No large jobs please.
off when not needed to cut
The first nude model's idenelectric bills. Super Exhaust CLEAN YOUR Rugs with Reliable service. New man in
tity was covered up, however,
also works as automatic TREWAX. Rent shampooer and Murray area. Phone 753by a California cameraman,
A15C 8548.
exhaust fan for fresh air save at Purdom's Inc.
Eadweard Muybridge. He took
without cooling. Reg. 334.37
a sequence of pictures of her
101-2
ACRES,
Fenced
with
pond.
Gardens.
Phone
Now only . . . 304.30 + 16 FT. GLASS-PAR Citation boat, WILL BREAK
to exhibit bare form as a runA15C On black top, near New
ner and hurdler. These were
Dependent on placement, size 50 Eviivude, $825.00. Phone 753- 489-2651 after 5:00 p.m.
Providence.
Ideal
building
site.
put Into a book in 1901, unreAl5C
of home, heat build-up in 7273.
touched, without being a senFULCHER'S TERMITE Control. John B. Calhoon,436-2368. A16C
home.
sation.
WHEEL HORSE lawn mower Free inspection. Call collect
(Dist.,by,aKing Featurcm Syndicate)
Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247- COTTAGE ON. Barkley Lake,
and
garden
tractor.
Phone
492SAVE $10! 6,000 BTU model.
across bay from New Barkley
247Elbert.Fukter
6270
or
8356
after
6:00
pan
TFC
Reg. 159.35 Now only .
T14I5 LETTER THAT.
4783.
M18C Lake State Park. Private dock
49.28 Transportation included
'01.) RECEIVED FROM
facilities. Fully furnished, 2
511)fET5101iY.
A1155
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning bedrooms, bath, modern kitchen,
I DON'T aUPPO6E
barn construction, utility poles compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each. living
carpeted
room,
YOU'D CARE To LET
and boat docks. Murray Lumber GM,Ford,Chrysler, R. C. Evans, throughout. Large sundeck, airME READ II?
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
Phone
conditioned.
$12,900.00.
1P
May
Route 3,Murray.
Ky.
4TCAl6P
753-3975.

T

FROM WALL to wall, no soil at AK C REGISTERED German
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue Shepherd puppies. Phone 436Lustre. Rent electric shampooer 5841.
Al6C
Al7C
$1. Big K.
TWO ;CHIHUAHUA Pups, two LITTLE GIRL'S dresses and
deep well pumps, one wringer shorts; 2,3,6,6x. Phone 753Al6C
type washer, one automatic 4487.
washer. Phone 489-2652 after 5:00
6,15CAUCTION SALF
- PAM-

SPIAC
time 4?

pOir
up ,
Hughes Paint
Store

753-3642
BOAT, MOTOR, Trailer. 14 Ft.
401 Maple St.
PM 38 wooden boat 25 HP AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April
Johnson with controls and fac- 17, 10:00 a.m. at the home of the
tory trailer. Phone 492-8728. A15P late Mrs. Lee Crass, 1664 Ryan F,LF,CTROLUX SALES & SerAve., Murray, Ky.
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
Will sell the late Mr. and Mrs. Saaders.„ phone 382-2468, FarFOUR POSTER bed, chest of
drawers, vanity, dresser and Crass lifetime collection of fine mington, Kentucky. -,--ftprill2(
chair. Frigidaire refrigerator. Cherry and Walnut furniture,
I WILL repair your lawn mower
Phone 753-2827 or 753-2987. AlSC china anti glassware, including;
oval china cabinet, 4 and 6 leg or tiller, rebuild your old motor
drop leaf tables, 2 small drop or install new one at discount.
KARO AND Fruit canning jars. leaf, 1 with 2 drawers, large 5 Also put,: your.- gun in good
A15NC,
Phone 436-2289.
drawer chest, wash stand and operating condition. Quick
mirror, love seat and two mat- service. Phone 753-7865. H. S.
ching chairs. Some beautiful Robertson. 1610 Calloway. A15P

Get Your Dekoib
Seed Corn
• Atrizen• lorox• Lasso
• Hood Soybeans
• Dare Soybeans
• Wayne Soybeans
Farmers Grain a
Seed Co.
Quality Field Seed &

china, pitchers froin the
Mobile Home Incollection of 40 to 50 pitchers, BOAT AND
surance Low rates, broad
china bowls, other china, carexcellent claim sernival glass, pressed glass, cake coverage,
with usi before you
stand, sets of other glass ware. vice. Check
electric
Also
range,
Insurance & Real
refrigerator, washer, vacuum Galloway
Mency
Estate
cleaner, lamps, heater, fan. New
Murray,Ky. Ph.753-5842 May3C
half bed, springs and mattress,
hide-a-bed, nice quilts, nice
bedroom suite and reading desk,
Regardless of the
,Service Railroad Ave chair, 2 book cases, all Cherry
finish. Singer sewing machine,
reason people drink
practically new power lawn
alcoholic beverages,
CI,EARANCE SALE Bluebird mower, cooking
iitensils,
the only reason a
house, $3.50. Martin house, 87 50 silverware and dishes.
person becomes an
Revelbed lawn chair, $3.00. Small
Alsd 1963 Pontiac, four door
ALCOHOLIC IS by
tool chest,$5.00. Phone 753hardtop Bonneville. Really taken
drinking ALCOHOLIC
A16NC care of. Factory air, power
1712.
beverages.
steering and brakes and any
VOTE NO-VOTE DRY
HANDCRAFT PRODUCTS, such amount of other things Rudolph
April 20
as Grape Clusters, Candle Smith Administrator, Douglas
Murray-Calloway
Holders, Lamps, many other Shoemaker, Auctioneer. Phone
County. Dry League
gifts, suitable for Mother's Day- 7534375 for further information
paid political advertisement)
gifts Phone 753-3796 or see them or auction service. Check papers
Al5P for oncoming salea
A16C
at 516 South 11th Street

TWO BEDROOM duplex apartment. Central heat and air,
ceramic tile bath, completely
carpeted. Stove and refrigerator
furnished. $130.00 per month.
Al4C
Phone 753-7850.
1200SQUARE FEET,suitable for
office or business. Will divide and
decorate to suit tenant Ample
parking. Call Ken-Bar Resort,
Al7C
362-4283.

Anca
MEM MMIAM
01100111131 ma MI
man gam eon
MOM MMM MEMO
PUO MOM OM
MIA ODOMOMM IBM
MO atm MOB
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ØE Dom MMOU1119
OMMU M000 OMR
0013 00100 GIGUI
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Ask about ow rental
porchase plait, up to 10 yr.

Things, in law
ACROSS
Rips
1 Shakespearian
Brook a'
king
Near 5 Former Russian
Tattered cloths
ruler
Pretentious
9 Contend
suburban
12 Single instance
residence
13 Girl's name
14 A state (abbr.) 10 Preposillion
ii
Man's nickname
15 King of Bastian
17 Symbol jot
16 Mark left by
calcium'
wound
18 Female (colloq.) 19 Cooled lava
20 Prefix: not • - 21 After dinner
candy
22 War god
1423 'Mast
24 Fish sauce
Amuses
25
27 Cut
Moccasin
Taper
38
Tardy
56
26
29 Weakens
40 European
58 Lair
27 Band otcolor
31 Collection of
60 Golf mound
43 Substance
28 Fuel o
facts
61
Printer's
46
Part
of
flower
32 Doctrine
• 30 Antlered
measure
34 Small rugs
48 Rustic
animal
A state (abbr)
62
36 Symbol tor
33 Cravats
51 Negative
64 Note of scale
thoron
35 Mathematical
53 Maiden loved
66 Artificial
37 Sell to
by Zeus
language
function
consumer
39 Made a sudden II2 is4 :ieje:i
attack
41 Prefix, not
•:•...elie I 3
42 Athletic group 12
.
30::ill
titiee
44 Knot in wood
45 Vigor (colloq.)
47 Heavenly body
49 Heraldry'
grafted
50 Paradise
52 Sewing case
54"'Babylonian .
deb
55 CoSie
57 Waiked 0,
59 Pronoun
61 Period of time
63 Appellation c4,
Athena
45
46
47
48 gei 40
65 Sea eagle
AA'
..!•R
s
67 Nothing
11054
1111
51 VeX52
68 Man's name
**
:ea
....44
69 Proboscis
winal
in57
.4
.'159 60
•
DOWN
a
64
Game at cards
Guided the
68
1169 EMI
course of
Alternating
current (abbr.)
Di tr by United Feature Syndica e, Inc.
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THERE'S NO WIND
TODAY, ROLLO--- IT'S
IMPOSSIBLE
TO FLY OUR
KITE

TWO
BEDROOM
house.
Available now. Ppone 7536200.
Al5C
In memory of Herbert A.
Walker, who passed away one
year ago today, April 12th, 1970.
Each day and night has been so
long and empty our hearts, since
you have been gone. There are no
words can convey our sorrow as
we watched you slowly slip away.
Your voice we cannot hear, your
face we cannot see, but always
and ever in our heart's you shall
always be from here to eternity'.
Missed so very much by wife and
daughters
Hedy Walker, Dolly Barnett,
liP
Deborah Houston.
In loving memory of or
beloved mother and grandmother, Mrs. Laura B. Martin
who passed away, April 14, 1968
Life wouldn't seem so empty
today, had you not been so dear,
nor the years ahead so lonel, if
you could just be here. We miss
your presence in our lives each
day that we're apart,and grieve
that death has stilled your love,
and understanding heart. Till
memory lades and life lleparts
you liveaforever in our hearts
Artie Mae ancrAilie Laurie ITP

••••••• 111...gaft
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AN' MORE
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PERFECT'Gi9TTIN'ff
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FoRTCHNuTLY,
130I Litsr POINTERSIS OFF ON T1-4AR
ANNOOAL NA11.4,2E
TRIP THIS WEEK-

WHICH &IVES ME•
TILL MOK1DAY
MORN IN' TO GilOOTA HERE--

-AN'GIT HIM
SAFILLY
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Today's Stock
Market )— The

Purchase Area
Hog Market

SpecialExhibit Of Books Will BeiSeven Die
n Display At University Librarylln Tuesday

Quotes
From The
News

UPI
YORK
NEW
remind State Market News stock Market opened mixed in
Service April 14, 1971
kind. Educators
active trading today.
Federal State Market News Seventy-one publishers models of their
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Shortly after the opening, the
endorse the
country
the
across
more
contributed
selectively
Service
Market Report Includes 10 Dow Jones industrial average
in workshops and
Tuesday, April 13 Murray, than 600 titles from their current service, use it
By United Press laternatioaal
Buying Stations
regard
and
levels,
all
at
was off 0.07 at 927.21. Advances
institutes
lists to make the exhibit to be on
Kentucky
WS ANGELES—Dominic Cl.
750
Est.
1057
Act.
P.
SPUDICH
Receipts:
PETER
By
to
the
145
in
aid
e
declines,
barely topped
Murray Livestock Market: display from April 19-30 at the it as an indispensabl
one of five persons
mano,
50c
Sows
lower
and
D
Gilts
)—Seven
(UP!
Barrows
CLEVELAN
of the
140 on 435 issues crossing the
Library Science Department of evaluation and selection
Livestock weighed on arrival.
leaving for Laos to offer
steady
persons died and eight were
year.
the
of
books
tape.
new
for
the Murray State University
Cattle this week 112
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $15.50-16.00, Jersey Standard gained
injured when fire raced through
to therhselves in exchange
library one which should have the
Calves this week 12
prisoners:
war
American
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $15.2545.50;
downtown hotel Tuesday
a
up
62 in the oils. Phillips picked
LAST attention not onlyxif professional
TO
COMPARED
"I'm not doing anything
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $14.7545.25;
night.
to 32%, while Atlantic
4
WEEK: Slaughter cows 1.00 school personnel but the conspectacular. The courageous
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. S14.25-14.75;
dead included the wives
The
Reading
73.
to
it
rose
lower, vealers not tested last cerned parents and citizens as (Continued From Page One )
Sows us 1-2 180-200 lbs. $14.50- Thchfield
people are the mothers, wives
and infant daughters of twc
18, Bates added % to 32, and and children of the POWs in
week, feeders steers and heifers well, a library spokesman said. 23 others.
15.00;
the
road
compain
performers
was % higher at 2C4.
brigade of ny of the rock musical "Hair."
The exhibit runs from April 19 A
steady to 1.00 lower.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.0044.00; Superior
1,500-man
North Vietnam."
SAYS NIXON HAS DATE —
Standard of California, howevSLAUGHTER COWS: Utility to April 30 and is open to all in- paratroopers along with 4,500
US
1-3
300-550 lbs. $12.50-13.00;
Damage to the 52-year -old Senate Republican leader
Getty
er, dipped 44 to 59%, with
19.50-22.00, cutter 17.50-19.50, terested persons. The hours are infantry reinforcements were Pick
WASHINGTON — Sen. EdCarter Hotel, which Hugh Scott of Pennsylva- US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $12.00-12.50;
cannel: 15.5047.50.
one to 4:30 p.m., Monday through brought in by helicopter Tues- underwent a $1 million remodel- Ma tells newsmen in Wash- Few Culls and Med. Sows down to down in to 92'n, and
mund S. Muskie, D-Maine,
21'01.
to
off
Ire
Ocidental$10.
VEALERS: Couple Choice 200- Friday, and ten a.m. to two p.m. day to try to relieve the siege ing two years ago, was ington that President Nixclaiming the FBI spied on last
In the firm steel group,
240 lbs. up to 45.23.
on Saturday.
of Fire Base 6.
estimated at well over $100,000 on told congressional leadto nki, while year's Earth Day rallies:
Bethlehem rose
FEEDERS STEERS: Part
The range and variety of the
Eyewitness Reports
"If antipollution rallies are
ers in a briefing at the
by fire officials.
U.S. Steel
2044.
to
rose's
Armco
load Choice 315 lbs. 39.50, mixed books are best indicated by the UPI photographer David Ken- Thirteen members of the White House that he has a TOO SLOW ON THE DRAW
of intelligence concern,
subject
at
uqchanged
were
and Republic
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI
Good and Choice 400-500 lbs. fact that they break down into 25 nerly reported that infantrymen touring company of "Hair" _definite date for total withimmune? Is then'
anything
is
'vely.
res
32.25-34.75.
main classifications and 103 sub- north of Fire Base 6 in the were staying at the hotel, many drawal of American forces Being slow on the draw landed 33k4 and 29i.,
any citizen involved in politicil
at
unchanged
was
Pont
Du
FEEDERS HEIFERS: Couple classifications; all ages I • I central highlands told of being of them with their families. from Indochina before '73. William Thais, 23, of Pomona,
who is not a potential subjeaf
Calif., in jail on charges of 144% in the chemicals. So for an FBI dossier?"
small packages high Choice 300- pre-school through senior high attacked by North Vietnamese
About 200 guests, many of them
and
Carbide
Union
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Sum- trying to rob a small grocery. were
350 lbs. 34.25-34.75.
are covered. An elementary and troops using flame throwers.
permanent residents, were re48% and 423,4 in
a secondary catalogue list the UPI correspondent Stewart gistered in the 11-story, 600- merlike weather apparently Clerk Steve Banister told Monsanto at
LUBBOCK, Tex.—Dean Ni.
discombobulated one of those police Rials tried to reach in that order.
area and Kellerman said dozens of South
on Tuesday's dust storri
chols
Federal State Market News books by curriculum
room hotel.
to
in
Motors dipped
carry a comprehensive subject Vietnamese helicopters carry- The victims were Robin electric temperature-time signs his pocket to pull a gun and got General
and a seven-month droug4
Service
was
Ford
group.
its
in
and
85%
downtown
savings
a
outside
in
his
the
caught
hand
pocket.
author index. ing wounded arrived at interwhich has hit West Texas:
Monday, April 12 Mayfield, Ky. index, a title arid
Johnson, 18, of Renton, Wash.;
Banister had time to pull out off % to 62, and American "On real bad days like todk
loan association Tuesday.
with today's vals at flak To arid Tan C,anh,
Melissa, I; Someone noticed that at 6:25
Mayfield Livestock Market: In keeping
daughter
her
711.
to
in
a pistol of his own. He held Motors eased
teaching program trends, one located eight and 10 miles Carroll Carlson. 23. and her
to one inch ui
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Chrysler, however, edged up % crops lose up
pin. the reading was 133 Rials for the police.
the Junior- respectively northeast of Fire
in
titles
the
of
third
topsoil and it takes seven yeari
388
week
of
St. degrees. By 6:30, it had
Cattle this
daughter Corina, 1,
29%.
to
Senior High School range fall Base 6.
that one inch."
Calves this week 40
Louis; Gaston Le Blanc, 69, of
Penn Central surrendered 48 to replace
to 135. At 6:41, all the DOG-NAPPERS' DEED
LAST into the social studies category; U.S. Army Brig. Gen, George Pittsburgh; Robert J. Loftus, climbed
TO
COMPARED
way to 141.
SALLSBURY, Md. (UP!)— to 6 in the rails. Louisville & CHELMSFORD, England
literature, Wear, chief U.S. adviser to
WEEK: Slaughter cows .50-1.00 another third into
66, of Youngstown, Ohio, and (During this span, the official
The
Wicomico County animal Nashville was unchanged at Mrs. Audrey Goodchild descri
highof
largely
consists
commanwhich
Dzu,
N.G0
Gen.
to
Maj.
lower, slaughter bulls steady
Arthur Thomas, 26, of Ft. Sill, temperature in the city was 77
has scores of unwanted 106.
shelter
witt
dealing
fiction
interest-level
Vietnamese
South
der of the
ing the destruction of
weak, slaughter calves and
Okla.
degrees.)
for the asking. But American Airlines added
free
dogs
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of
urgent
today.
problems
includes
military region which
German shepard which ha
vealers steady, feeder steers and
Hotel General Manager An- The city's official high for the
showed
aircrafts
while
34%,
to
somebody has broken into the
Other important classifications Fire Base 6, told Kellerman:
killed her young daughter:
heifers steady to 1.00 lower.
drew T. Gilman said the blaze
Lockheed
the "I think the North Vietna,day was 81. The sign peaked place and stolen the staff'sna mixed Mae:
was °a,
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility are biography (62 titles),
started in a lower lobby out at 150, but remained in the mascot, a mongrel named k's at 11%, witholeech Aircraft "It was like a baby dying. I
and mese are more serious this
just felt lost."
19.75-22.00 Cutter 18.00-19.75, sciences, careers, guidance,
ballroom.
steady at 17.
the night
Dumb-Dumb.
the arts.
year about winning here than "It happened so quickly we low 100t through
Canner 16.00-18.00.
At the Pre-School through they have been in the past.". didn't know what to do. It
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
-Grade 6 level, the emphasis is Wear said the North Vietna- spread faster than you would
over 1000 lbs. 24.00-26.00.
and mese hoped to set back the U.S.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND again on social studies
expect a fire to spread," he
applied
and
science
with
reading,
timetable for turning the war said.
lbs.
186-240
VEALERS: Choice
vealers 41.00-46.00, mixed Good science,crafts and activities, and over to the Saigon government. Firemen arriving at the scene
and Choice 240-350 lbs. calves the arts among the main The U.S. command said found many guests hanging 11==i
classifications included. Here Communist antiaircraft fire had
51s.
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from third, fourth and fifthlb.
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world
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awarness
child's
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Firemen
Choice 300-400 lbs. 34.00-37.00, 400- children and, life in other lands. war to 2,033.
through the thick smoke to lead
500 lbs. 32.00-35.00, 500-600 lbs. Books on exhibit, supplier of One helicopter was downed in others to safety.
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